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Dr. Donnal Vore Smith, President

Greetings to t/e

I

I is with genuine pleasure that I address the alumni of Cortland.

lumnif
This magazine marks one of a series of steps

which are being taken to bring each alumnus into closer contact with the college and its activity.
ou are important to us, for a college is 110 b etter than its alumni.

ence felt 111 th e world at large.
Cortland.

Through you, the college makes its pres

1 he spirit you manifest will be the public concept of State College for Teachers at

It is for this reason that we want you to know about college affairs and the activities of other alumni.

We want to present to you through this and other media an accurate picture of what is going on here on the campus.
In 1 his way, you will he able to evaluate our program and the plans for the future.

Elsewhere in these pages, various

activities and enterprises are described and it is hoped that you will take the time to comment on them.

If you

have any suggestions for further improvement or any comment to make, won't you please send them in for your
ideas are important in building a greater Cortland?
I his spring, we hope to have a big alumni meeting.

Of course, war time conditions will prevent many of

>ou from attending but surely there are some who can come back and help us with our plans to carry forward, in
spite of war-time handicaps, an even better college preparation for those who must help youth prepare for the day
when the dark clouds of war will have passed.
Whenever you are in or near Cortland, plan to stop off at the college for I want to meet you personally and
talk over with you the future of Cortland.
Sincerely,

DONNAL V. SMITH.
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Cost and Profit

Curricula: Yesterday and Today

By Dr. Frederick Scovel

Regents finally recognized the worth
of the course offered in Physical Edu

Tpon learning that we have lived
nearly seven years under the
Japanese flag with six months in a con
centration camp our friends are natur
ally anxious to hear of our experiences.

cation and permitted the granting ol
the bachelor of science degree in edu
cation.

However, none have asked if we have
profited therefrom.
But it is true
that the exigencies of our ordeals have

fall of 1938 entered upon a four-year
curriculum but with little encourage

impressed upon us certain truths. It
therefore seemed fitting
to mention
some of these.
First, continued contact with Jap
anese military men has revealed a deep
earnestness in their war effort which
was carried out regardless of the cost to
us or the Chinese. With this in mind,
their treatment of us could not be
considered to he exemplary of a per
sonal hatred.
Many of them even
showed signs of a genuine personal
interest in us.
Second, we lost our attachment to

ment that degrees would be granted
upon the completion of the four years
of preparation. Finally, however, as

this class in 1942 was nearing the com
pletion of the course, the State Legis

By Dr. Lynn E. Brown, Director of
Teacher Education, State Teachers Col
lege, Cortland, N. Y.
' I ' HE State Teachers College at
Cortland legally came into exist
ence in April, 1942. Actually, how

worldly possessions, and came to real
ize that only our health and our very
lives were important.

ever, it had been a college for twelve
years prior to that date. The fresh
man class in the field of Physical Edu
cation matriculating in the fall of 1930

We also learned to appreciate as
never before the blessings of freedom
which had been ours before that time.

entered upon a four-year course, and
though that class upon graduation in
1934, as well as all succeeding classes

Freedom to carry on our work, to send
and receive mail, to go and come as
desired, to buy needed articles, and
lastly freedom from a hostile environ

up to 1940, had completed a four-year
curriculum, authority was not given
to grant the degree.
In 1940 the

ment. All these we had previously
taken for granted as being rightfully
ours, and then suddenly they were
taken away. Living under such cir
cumstances endeared to us our mother
country in a very vivid way.
In a concentration camp where
Catholic and Protestant, rich and
poor, all citizens of many allied na
tions lived and worked together day in
and day out, differences were ironed
out and prejudices were forgotten. So
a great blessing which many received
in those dark days was a fuller realiza
tion of the brotherhood of man.
And lastly those years of uncertain
ty when we never knew what the mor
row held for us taught a greater trust
and faith in A lmighty God in whom our

Still, however, the title of col

lege was not authorized. Similarly the
students of the General Elementary
course who entered the school in the

Dr. Frederick Scovel has been
a medical missionary in China for
a number of years. He recently
returned on the Gripsholm after
spending several months in a
Japanese concentration camp.
Dr. Scovel is the son of the
late Dr. Carl Scovel, former min
ister of the First Presbyterian
Church of Cortland, and Mrs.
Louise Scovel of Rochester, New
York.

lature gave to all normal schools of
the state, the degree granting author
ity for all graduated, and changed the
name from normal school to that of
State Teachers College.
1 his brief statement of the final
stages by which Cortland became a
teachers college omits many of the
more important changes in c urriculum
development which this article was
designed to present. The school was
established in 1866 and the first term
was opened in 1869. By that time the
normal school idea was pretty wel
established in the State and the gen
eral pattern determined. From 1869
until 1892 three courses were offeree
at Cortland with practically no changes
within this twenty-three year period,
One was known as the Elementary
English course and was a two-year pro
gram.

It consisted of the review of the

common school branches, a term o
methods and a term of practice teach
ing.

A second course, three years in

length, called the Advanced English
course, was in operation rhroughoul
this period.

It was identical with thl

two years of the Elementary English
course but inserted between them a
year of high school work in math*
matics, science, rhetoric, and litera
ture.

destinies rested, regardless of what
the Japanese might plan.
Perhaps the people of America have
yet to learn some of these lessons.

1 he third was a Classical course

of four years w hose first and last years
were nearly the same as the first an*
second
course.

of

the

Elementary

Enghs

1 he other two years covere*
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as much as was possible of a classical
high school program.
In 1892 the standard was raised by
suspending the two-year Elementary
English course. In 1900 the standard
was further raised by changing the

T h e Future of Physical Education at
Cortland
B Y F R A N C I S J. M O E N C H

Advanced English to a four-year
course. So, for a period of five years,
from 1900-1905, there were two four-

HISTORY IN THE MAKING
11 is a spring day in Cortland, nine*• tee n hundred twenty-three.
Prin
cipal Harry DeGroat watched the

year courses offered for teacher prepa
ration. Moreover, with this change in

completion of a new building, Cort
land State Normal and
Training

1900 recognition was made of the in
creased number of high schools in the
state and a two-year course was

School. As the structure rose to domi
nate the grassy knoll from which one
viewed the gorgeous seven-valley pan

offered for those who could present a
high school diploma for entrance. In
1905 an almost revolutionary change
was made. The four-year combination

orama, Dr. DeGroat's young athleti
cally trained mind envisaged a new
department at Cortland.
The post
war era of World War I showed, in

of high school and professional prepa
ration was completely eliminated. All
entering students were required to
present high school graduation as an
entrance requirement and the school
offered only the two - year course
adopted in 1900 as a choice for high
school graduates.
This course was
restricted almost entirely to profes
sionalized subjects and to practice
teaching. In other words, the Cort
land Normal became a two-year school
and remained such until 1923.
It is obvious, therefore, that up to
the 1900-1905 period, the normal
school was theoretically only a high
school giving an "abbreviated" high
school c urriculum that made provision
for a limited offering of professional
material and experience.
With the
change in 1905 to the high school grad
uation as a requirement for entrance
and two years beyond high school for
certification, the first big step had been
taken toward the establishment of a
college course. About 1920 the state
department prepared a three-year
course for the normal schools of the
state. ] his finally
went into full
effect in the fall of 1923. All who en
tered the school that year were re
quired to pursue a three-year program
Much had as a chief characteristic a
much broader offering in the liberal
arts fields.
briefly then, it can be said that not
until 1905 was there a standard in
'

u

York State for graduation from

3

Since 1923, Mr. Moench has been the
very efficient head of the Department of
Physical Education for Men at Cortland.

the normal schools which required
much beyond high school graduation.
I he standard remained at a two-year
requirement beyond high school from
1905-1923, a period of eighteen years,
and at three years beyond high school
from 1923-1942, a period of nineteen
years.
I o leave this statement of changes
in such brief form is over-simplifying
the real situation.
The sweat and
blood which has gone into the devel
opment of new curricula from time to
time can not be evaluated so briefly.

striking similarity to that which is
already anticipated as a result of this
war, the need for trained teachers in
physical education. Educational Jaw
passed in 1916 required that physical
education be taught in the public
schools of New York State. There was
great demand for trained teachers.
Cortland Normal would provide that
training!
Developments

at

Cortland

were

rapid. Before the building and grounds
were completed, the Cornell Summer
School of Physical Education had
moved to Cortland. In the fall of
1923, the first physical education class,
some fifty strong stalwart young men
and women, fresh from the high schools
of New York State, enrolled in the
three-year course and started training.

Furthermore, it should be remembered
that back in the early days of Cort

I he original staff members of the
physical education department con

land Normal not every crossroads
boasted a high school. They were few

sisted of Bessie L. Park, Mary Wash
ington Ball, Edith Moore (Ashbrook)

and far between. The students who
came to the Normal, therefore, came
with real purpose and at a great sac

and Francis J. Moench. Two of these
original appointees are still active in

rifice.
Most of the students were
older and more mature than those of
the present day. The instructors were
learned men and women and it is

the department after twenty years of
service.
Thus, a new

educational venture

was born—"lawdy, how it growed!"

hardly fair to use the term "abbrevi
ated high school" for t he institution of
those early days. It, in many ways,

THE FIRST SCORE 1923—1943

back in t hat early period approximated
the college standard.

terms of civilization itself.

Twenty years is but a short time in
Yet in

these few years Cortland moved for-

4
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ward, working hard for recognition at
first, until now it has taken a com
manding place among the established
undergraduate schools of physical ed
ucation.
It was evident as early as the fall of
1925, that the facilities and staff would
he inadequate to train all candidates
who wished to specialize in physical
education at Cortland. Until a new
building could be erected which would
adequately provide for such training,
the policy of restricting the size of the
entering groups had to be employed.
I'hus there was established at Cort
land one of the earliest and most com

lege. Our new President, Dr. Smith,
watches the large steam shovel in

Commencement
Week-End

action as two new athletic fields take
shape.
I he fields will soon be ready
for no longer is the development at
Cortland a federal work's project, im
personal and identified only by a num
ber. Rather it has become a State
project in which the parent organiz
ation, New York, recognizes that
Cortland I eachers College is respon
sible for training health and physical
education teachers and to do that job,
adequate facilities must be provided.

FR I D A Y , JU N E 9, 1944
3 P. M. Senior Reception
President's Residence

44 Graham Avenue
8 P. M. Senior's Only Party
SATURDAY, JUNE

10, 1944

Alumni Day

10:30 A. M. Business Meeting
12:30 Alumni Luncheon Y.W.CA.

plete programs of selective admissions.
I he standards set for admission to

As the new administrator, a young
man of unbounded energy and great
vision, plans for the future State Col

Cortland were high.
The standards
for graduation were equally high.

lege at Cortland, hopes of the past and
plans for needs in the health and physi

Reception of the Senior Class

cal education department crystalize.
I he new building, the need for which
was recognized as early as 1925, is

Response for the Senior Class
Margaret Haase, President

In the first graduating class of the
three year course, the Class of
1926, 12 men and 32 women became
charter members of the physical edu
cation alumni. Since that time ap
proximately 350 young men and 500
young women have graduated, one
half of whom completed the four year
course which was started in 1934. The
large majority of these graduates have
been regularly employed in the public
schools of New York State, although
many are now serving their country
with distinction in the several fields of
military and other war services. The
influence and leadership of the Cort
land physical education graduates
throughout our State, the Nation and
the World, are extremely gratifying
to those of us who have had a share
in their undergraduate training. These

planned. It is to be a self-contained
unit, replete with medical, health and
physical education science labora
tories, corrective physical education
rooms, adequate gymnasium and aux
iliary activity rooms, modern service
areas, athletic training rooms, seminar
rooms and the like. This is to he more
than a new gymnasium, for the public
school program in health and physical
education demands teachers scientifi
cally trained in m ore than a mass-gym
nasium program. Post war plans for
such a building are encouraging at this
time. Let us hope that in the not too
distant future, we may hold in this
new

building one of

those famous

"Senior Demonstrations," now discon
tinued during the war emergency.

alumni give us the courage and the in
spiration to carry on, serving the acute
needs of physical education during the

What a homecoming for the Alumni
that will be!

war emergency. It is partly because
of, and through the effort of, this loyal

Plans for the future call for the
acquisition of property near Cortland

group of alumni that we at Cortland
anticipate great things in the future
development of the Physical Educa
tion Department.

for the development of a camp. The
need for leadership in camping educa

THE SECOND SCORE 1943- 1963
I he sc ene changes. It is 1943. One
of those rare fall days descends on the
City of the Seven Valleys. Cortland
has now become a State Teachers Col

tion is q uite apparent. This new edu
cational venture will he covered in the
October issue of the Alumni Magazine.
Yes, plans for Cortland State Col
lege are encouraging. However, the
worth of an institution is not in its
material

buildings

nor

in

physical

Induction of the Seinor Class
Donnal V. Smith, President
Mrs. Mildred McFarlane

Alma Mater

2:30 P. M. Class Meetings and
Reunions

4:00 P. M. Alumni Tea
10:00 P. M. Senior Ball
Gymn asm in
S U N D A Y , JU N E

11, 1944

9:15 A. M. Senior Breakfast
3:30 P. M. Baccalaureate Sermon
Dr.

James

Lee

Ellen wood,

Secretary, State Executive
Committee, Y.M.C.A.

MO N D A Y , JU N E 12, 1944
10:00 A. M. Commencement
Address by
The Honorable Joe R. Hanley,
Lieutenant Governor of the
State of New York

equipment, but rather in the spirit and
interest of its undergraduates and the
professional leadership and support of
its Alumni. We are depending upon
you to send us the best possible re
cruits for training, for the continued
success of physical education at Cort
land will depend upon the continued
high standards of its product. You
have set an enviable record. Help ui
maintain it!
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C ort(and ^esterdaij
' I 'HE former State Normal School, now
the State Teachers College, at Cort
land was established by an act of the Legis
lature in 1866, and was opened in 1869.
Numerous additions to, and changes in,
the original building were m ade from time
to time. I his picture, taken from Greenbush street, shows the building which
was destroyed by Hre on February 27,
1919. I he Hre oc curred early in the morn
ing, and on the following Monday, March
3rd, all classes were in session.
For some weeks before the Hre, p lans
had been under way for the observance
of the fiftieth
anniversary of the open
ing of the school on Monday, March 3rd.
Offers of available meeting places for classes poured in to the Local Board and to Dr. DeGroat.

As a result,

the Practice School was housed in the Sunday School rooms of the Church Street churches and in t he Central School,
while the Normal students met for classes in the Court I louse, including the Court Room and the room adjoining
the jail; the Y. M . C. A.; the top floor o f the Fire Station; Franklin Hatch Library; and the second floor of the Court
Street laundry.
I he l ibrary was housed in one of the residences on Greenbush Street. The administrative offices
were on the top floor of the Savings Bank building. "Chapel" was held in the auditorium of the Church School
House of the Presbvterian Church.

•

C ortland . Jodau
Plans for the location and erection

his efforts.
1 he

present

^^^23

BH
site

of

thirty-one

•'thletic fields, one auxiliary field, and
^\eral small play spaces for the children of the Practice School. The present structure houses a campus schoo
piactice, classrooms, laboratories, the library, the auditorium, the gymnasium, swimming pool, and special room
ier student activities.
By authorization of the Board of Regents, there was established at Cortland a department of physical educ
|.it | o n which was opened in September, 1923. This department has long since outgrown its present facilities. Betlu'Ti
u

t , l e a n t l c 'Pated enlarged enrollment both in the general elementary department and in physical education,
oard of Regents has recommended a postwar building program which is briefly outlined on the following page.

6
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C ort/and * Jomorroiv
By action of the Board of Regents on December 16, 1943, the Post War Public Works Building Plan for
State Teachers Colleges increased the recommendation for Cortland State Teachers College from #300,000 to
#700,000. This sum of money is to provide three new buildings for our campus. The largest of these three will be
the Health and Physical Education Building. It will he complete with gymnasia for both men and women and with
a modern swimming pool.
In addition to these activity facilities, there will be classroom, library and office space. It is planned to locate
this building facing Graham Avenue between the President's Residence and the main building. On the opposite
side of the campus, that is, north of the main building, it is proposed to lniild a new library.
I his library will he large enough to house 75,000 volumes and will he complete with main reading room,
browsing rooms, seminar rooms, and study carroms. The third of the projected buildings is the new power house.
Phis power house will be located behind the main building in a north westerly direction from the auditorium.
It will he on two levels—the boilers will be on the lower level and the upper level will be given over to storage facil
ities for field equipment, mowers, tractor, snow plows, etc.
While not a part of the Post War Public Works Program, we are, nevertheless, planning to build a student
union and residence halls. The residence halls will he built in four units which will be large enough to house fifty
men or women students in each.
They will be attached to the student union, the main feature of which will be a
dining hall large enough to seat three hundred and fifty people at one time. In addition to a ballroom, game rooms,
and snack bar, there will be offices for the various student associations, and the alumni association, as well as a little
theatre.
In order to carry out this residence hall project, it will be necessary to have some funds with which to begin.
People who are interested in making contributions to the student residence hall project should contact officers of the
alumni association. It is believed that with these new facilities Cortland will be able to keep up the splendid work
for which she is justly famed and that Cortland will make even greater advances with the educational welfare of
New York State.

Proposed College
Seal

C

ORTLAND State Teachers Col
lege needs a college seal—one
distinctly its own. A suggested seal,
designed by Mr. E. E. Lowry, Head of
the College Art Department, is here
presented for the consideration of the

Alumni. Mr. Lowry points out that
"the seal has been fitted to a circle be
cause it is more convenient for stamp
ing on Hags, stationary and jewelry.
The lettering also fits better into a
circle. A dark value behind the Col
lege is to help silhouette the building.
However, the black may be taken out
if w ished. The torch design is best in
front of the college building and is
emphasized in order that the symbol
may not be lost."
Will you not send in your impression
of this design, whether it be favorable
or otherwise? Likewise, will you not
send in your own proposed design?
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Summer Session at Cortland State
Teachers College

P

LANS for the 1944 Summer Session
are now complete. Several inno
vations are being tried this year. In

addition t o the regular academic offer
ing, se veral courses designed to meet
the ne eds of the new elementary cur
riculum ha ve been included. To sum
marize th e courses, one conducted by
Dr. L. E. Brown and one by Dr. L. L.
Barber will enable teachers to study
their school problems from an indi
vidual rather than from a class per
spective. Visual and Audio Aids and
Their Use will be examined carefully
and appraised under the direction of
Dr. Fish. In the field
course in
science, out-of-doors is being substi
tuted for the laboratory. Twice a
week, trips to interesting localities in
and abo ut Cortland for the purpose of
studying plants, birds, animals, in
sects, geol ogy, etc., will be conducted
under the direction of Dr. Walter A.
Thurber. Doctor Thurber is also offer
ing a cou rse on Air Age Education for
the elementary school teacher—the

Composition, the courses are high
lighted by a new course of general pop
ularity in the schools and colleges of
the east. This new course, taught by
Mrs. Marion Thompson, is entitled
Folk Literature of New York State.
In the field of physical education,
Mr. Moench, director of this depart

further study in the use of movement
as an instrument in education. The
individual that we teach in our public

emergency in teacher supply. People
who are interested in taking such a
program should before enrolling con
sult Mr. Moench for his advice and

schools is natively a very active little
animal, consequently correct and effi
cient movement is an invaluable tool

counsel.
To meet the growing consciousness
of the need in the public schools for a
physical education course that will
correct defects before they have
reached incurable stages, we are offer
ing courses in anatomy, physiology,

Davis' course for all those girls who
are now coaching boys' athletics and
handling physical education for boys.
In the health department, a course in

teachers and it is not expected that
the people w ho take it will know much
of anything a bout the physics of flight

methods of teaching health for the
secondary school is being offered by
Miss Metcalf. In addition, the usual
courses in health methods and content

course, te achers will have a chance to
prepare materials, appraise textual
aids, and plan in general ways for the
articulation of the elementary school
curriculum in the classroom. In Eng
lish and th e Fine Arts of Literature and

offering this course is to encourage
teachers to use dance more effectively
as an instrument for educating the

will enable them to return to their
schools and take charge of physical
education classes during the present

this su bject: the structure, operation,
as well as the potential use of the air
plane.
I his course will do exactly
that. It is designed for classroom

alyzed and interpreted under the di
rection of Doctor Barber.
In this

One of the "different" things that is
planned to make the summer session
interesting and unusual is a MasterCourse in Dance.
The purpose in

boys and girls in our public schools.
This course is for classroom teachers
as well as for those in physical educa
tion. It is for all who feel the need of

increasing importance of the airplane
makes it essential that every class
room teacher know something about

appreciation.
The new elementary
school course of study, which has in
creased al most too rapidly to be inter
preted by the teacher, will be an

Master-Course in
Dance

ment, has organized a special program
designed to give teachers licensed in
academic subjects special training that

etc. Physical education for atypical
children will undoubtedly prove of
great value in this connection.
An innovation will be "Chugger"

or the theory of combustion engines.
In the Fine Arts, we are running
both a utility course and a course de
signed to develop the technique of

7

for the elementary school are being
supplied.
Elsewhere in these pages, the Master
Course in the Dance which we are
offering this summer is described by
the director. Miss Mary W. Ball.
To make your summer of study as
beneficial as possible, we are running
in addition to the academic program a
varied social program. Almost every
day, an hour a day will be set aside for
recreation. These will include motion
pictures, dancing, roller skating, teas,
picnics, sings, forums, lectures, smok
ers, etc. It is realized, of course, that

in his education. He is also highly
rhythmic, as is the entire universe, and
right "timing" in any movement pos
sible to his mechanism makes for
efficiency and better education.
The skills and techniques included
in what we call "Dance" are high in
the two primary characteristics of the
human animal—rhythm and move
ment. In addition, the dance skills
contain the "expressive" element which
opens up the wide realm of the arts.
T his Master-Course in Dance is de
signed to help each student develop
the ability to direct his rhythmic move
ment toward use as an instrument in
educating himself and the children he
teaches. To this end it is d ivided into
two parts (1) Dance Theory and Prac
tice and (2) The Summer Dance Fes
tival.
1. DANCE THEORY AND PRAC TICE
(1) Techniques and Skills
Daily 2 hours
This covers basic techniques in
dance as used in American education.
(Continued on next page)

not everyone will be interested in all
of these things; but by providing a
variety of social affairs, it is hoped
that everyone will find the summer at
Cortland as entertaining as it is u seful.
Our motto for summer session is, "A
Useful Vacation in Cortland."
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T h e Alumni Association
A Letter from Our Alumni President
I T is indeed an honor and a privilege to have this opportunity of sending
A g reetings to the Alumni of Cortland State Teachers College in this the first
publication of " I he Cortland Alumni."
All of us have a c ommon feeling of loyalty and respect for our Alma Mater,
and we cherish a desire to see it grow and take its place among leading educa
tional institutions. This desire has manifested itself in each alumnus, whether
he was graduated from the "Old Normal", the "Interim Normal" that existed
in the Court House, the Churches, the Miller Club House, the Hatch Library,
the Y. M. C. A., the Fire Station and the (Chocolate Shop), or from the present
College on the hill.
In the past the Alumni Association has contributed materially to the ad
vancement of the educational program in the State. I hese e fforts aided greatly
in the Normal School becoming a College, which was accredited by the American
Association of Teachers Colleges in f ull recognition of four years of work leading
to degrees of Bachelor of Education and Bachelor of Science in Education.
With the cooperation of Dr. Donnel V. Smith, newly appointed President
of the College, the Alumni Association is endeavoring to become a stronger and
more active organization, and to promote a closer relationship between the
graduates and the College.
It is the purpose of " The Cortland Alumni" to keep graduates informed as
to the activities and programs in operation at the College as well as plans of
expansion and improvement. Miss Bessie Park, Executive Secretary of the
Alumni Association, has given generously of her time to make this publication
possible.
The future looks bright for the Cortland State Teachers College, and we
shall watch with interest and anticipation its post-war expansion plans.
At this time I w ould suggest that all of you take advantage of every oppor
tunity to recommend Cortland State Teachers College to young men and
women who are considering teaching as a profession. In this way we will not
only be benefiting our Alma Mater, but will also be helping to alleviate the
teacher shortage that present world conditions have created.
MILDRED COLBY McFARLANE—'28
President, Alumni Association.
( C ontinued from page J)

The classic (modified ballet) and mod
ern techniques will be offered. Com

outstanding dancer or dance group to
Cortland each week that students may
meet artists in the dance and that

binations of steps, short dance studies,
the development of movement themes
and the use of percussion instruments

dancers may come to know the needs
of education.
Each dancer will give a performance

will be included.

on Wednesday evening in the College
Auditorium, then will remain over
I hu rsday and Friday as guest teacher
of the course theory and practice.
It is planned to present one per

(2) Dances and Dance Composition
Daily 2 hours
Dances by recognized choreograph
ers will be taught. Both classic and
modem techniques will be used in
composing dances for public school use.
Dance accompaniment with percus
sion instruments will be developed.
Students will be encouraged to do their
own compositions.
2. THE SUMM ER DANCE FESTIVAL
The Dance Festival will bring an

formance of pure ballet, one of pure
modern, and two or three of the blend
of ballet and modern techniques that
characterizes the American dance of
today. In addition it is hoped that
there may he a final Student Concert.
Miss Ball, who will direct the master
course this summer, inaugurated the

I

N sending my greetings to you, the
alumni of Cortland State Teachers;
College, may I again express my ap
preciation for all that you did during
my administration to encourage me in
my work, and for the kindly interest
in your Alma Mater that you demon
strated throughout the years. I hespeak for the College, and especially
for its President, Dr. Donnal V. Smith,
your continued loyal support.
HARRY DEWITT D eGROAT.
Berkshire
Jacob's
1940.

Hills

Dance

Pillow near

Festival

at

Lee, Mass., in

As the magazine goes to print, we
are able to announce the appointment
of the following artists:
July 5
BALLET
Thelma Biracree, ballet mistress, Eastman School
of Music, and members of the ballet.
July 12---MODERN DANCE--Sybil Shearer, formerly with Doris
Humphrey and Charles Weidman, now
one of the most promising of the
younger concert dancers.
The other two artists cannot be an
nounced at the present but they are
being selected to show the trend of the
American dance to-day.
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The Executive Secretary

T h e Binghamton Club
Miss Ann E. McNulty, '36, presi
dent of the Binghamton Club of the
Alumni Association sends in the fol
lowing r eport:
CURRENT OFFICERS
PRESIDENT : Miss Ann E. McNulty,'36.
VICE PRESIDENT : Miss Elisabeth M.

Pratt, '17.
RECORDING SECRETARY : Mrs. Sinon

O'Neil ( Miss Mary Callan,) '39.
CORRESPONDING SECRETARY : Miss Olga

Kollar, '39.
TREASURER : Mis s Hortense Smith, '05.
ACTIVITIES

An informal dinner party was held
February 14, 1944 at the Arlington
Hotel in honor of Dr. Donnal V.
Smith and Dr. H. DeWitt DeGroat.
Ninety-three attended.
Guests in
cluded Dr. Smith, Dr. DeGroat, Mr.
and Mrs. Lee J. McEwan, Mrs. Thom
as Mangan, Mr. and Mrs. C. Mossman
McLean. It was regretted that Dr.
and M rs. Lynn Brown were unable to
attend as well as Mrs. Donnal Smith.
1 he committee in charge of arrange
ments consisted of the following:
RESERVATIONS : Miss Edna Grey,
'16, Miss Margaret Foley, 23, Miss
Paulena Dennis, '27.
DECORATIONS : Miss Agnes Doran,

'10.
ENTERTAINMENT : Frederick CosgrifF,
'34, Mrs . S inon O'Neil, '39.
GUESTS : M iss Elisabeth Pratt, '17.

Reporting

CORRESPONDENCE : Miss Olga Kol

lar, '39.
Those in charge of contacting alumni
members in the schools were: Mrs.
Hilda Hammerle, (Hilda Foster), '21;
Miss Catharine Barney, '29; Mrs.
Francis Coughlin, (Marie C. Sheahan)
'35; Miss Elizabeth Brown, '32; Miss
Margaret Whitaker, '27; Miss Cecil
Griffin, '30; Miss Doris Bradley, '33;
Miss Jennie Whitaker, '30; Mrs. Cathleen Sullivan, Miss Frances Tyler, '16;
Miss Alice Hallahan, '35; Miss Mildred
McCormick, '28; Mr. CosgrifF, '34;
Miss Dorothy Barker, '32; Miss Hor
tense Smith, '05; Miss Veora Mead,'18,
Miss Helen Ahearn, '31; Mrs. A. R.
Perkins (Helen Barnum), '13; Miss
Josephine Lynch, '09.
The Binghamton Alumni Associa
tion appreciated the attendance of
Cortland graduates from Endicott,
Vestal, Johnson City, and
Rogers School in Conklin.

Julius

At the dinner Dr. DeGroat spoke
briefly of some of his vivid memories of
Cortland Normal School.

O

N Monday, January 10, 1944, the
Alumni office of the Cortland
State Teachers College was officially
opened in the former Board room.
I hro ugh the efforts of Dr. Smith and
Miss Bogardus the essential office
equipment was installed, and the
executive secretary and her assistant,
Kathryn Zimmerman, began the work
of "setting-up an Alumni office."
The first m ajor task was the sending
of a letter to all alumni, except those
in the service, advising them concern
ing our proposal to launch an alumni
magazine to be published throughout
the year.
The service men and women
—between four and five hundred—
were not included because it was hoped
that it might be possible to send the
magazine gratis to them.
The Cort
land
Alumni-Student benefit card
party which netted approximately
one hundred twenty dollars was given
for this very purpose. The students'
slogan was "Each table sends a sub

Dr. Smith pictured for the Alumni a
program of expansion for the State
Teachers College of Cortland, inaugu
rating much to meet the needs of stu
dents in higher education—increased

scription to a boy in service." Fur
thermore, some alumni and other
friends of the College have sent in sub
scriptions for the service men.

library facilities, l ounges, social oppor
tunities, and so forth.
It is hoped that the Alumni Asso

folding of approximately seven thous
and letters we were assisted in no small
way by Mary Harding, 16, Florence
Hoag, '20, Wava McGrath, '16, Esther

ciation will sponsor another social
event following the Easter vacation.

With the addressing, stamping and

Porter and a large number of College
students.

Alumni-Student Card Party
A group of approximately two hun* * (l r e t l a n d h ft y alumni and friends
of Cortland State Teachers College
enjoyed a c ard party sponsored by the
Cortland branch of the Alumni Asso
ciation and the students of the College
on Fe bruary 18th at the College.
It was thrilling to have alumni from
our earli er classes as well as very re
cent ones chatting with one another
as to the "glories of old Cortland Nor
mal" or "our college." At one table
were Mrs. Rose Johnson Ames, '87,

Mrs. Lelia Warren Angell, '91, Mrs.

Edith Johnson Pneuman, '84, and Miss
Edith Turner, '85.
For every table sold a subscription
to The Cortland Alu mni is t o be sent to
an alumnus in the Service.
War stamps which were contributed
by friends of the College were the in
dividual table prizes, and home made
candy furnished by the refreshment
committee was sold at the tables.
Sandwiches and coffee were served by
(Continued on page 13)

Our next two major undertakings
were the preparations for the first issue
of the magazine, and the typing of a
locality or geographical file of all
alumni.
This latter task was accom
plished with the assistance of Mrs.
Donnal Smith, Mrs. Robert Potter

(Helen

Johnson )

Maxon, Mary

1918, Mrs. Mark
Harding and Esther

Porter. The locality cards are filed by
counties, using as far as possible teach
ing or business addresses, and lists are
available for those interested in organ
izing alumni clubs throughout the
State.
(Continued on next page)
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An advisory board has been ap
pointed to assist in formulating poli
cies concerning the alumni magazine.
While the response to our first letter
concerning subscriptions to the maga
zine and the payment of dues was
most encouraging, you must realize
that our undertaking will take careful
management and the cooperation of
every alumnus. We should have at
least fifteen
hundred more subscrip
tions in order to assure the type of
magazine which we hope to publish.
Furthermore, we need more news items
from each one of you. Your classmates
wish to know what you have done
since graduation—your teaching ex
perience, your advanced study, de
grees earned, travel, marriage, child
ren, special interests and hobbies, con
tributions to the war effort, and any
other personal items. While the next
issue of the magazine will he out in
October it is hoped that much of the
material for it will be in the Alumni
office by June. Will you not assist us
by sending in soon the requested news?
We invite your suggestions for and
criticism of our magazine.
Please
send them at once to the editor.
Because of the increasing difficulties
of transportation it is to be expected
that for the duration the reunions will
not he as large as they otherwise would
be. However, for those who find it
possible to join us on Alumni Day,
Saturday, June 10, there is being
planned a very interesting program
which is outlined on page 4.
Since
there was no reunion of the fifty-year
class last year it is planned to hold
two this year, one for the 1893 and
one for the 1894 classes, as well as the
twenty-five year reunion of the class
of 1919. Likewise, according to the
Dix plan which we have been using
for some time, there will be special
reunions of the classes of 1889, 1890,
1891, 1892; 1908, 1909, 1910, 1911;
and 1927, 1928, 1929, 1930.
Mrs.
Arthur T. Dunn, '03, is chairman of a
committee which is making arrange
ments for these class reunions.
We hope, that whenever possible,
you will call at the Alumni office. You
will be interested in the "reminders

Notes from Former Faculty Members
Dear Miss Park:
Thanks for your invitation to speak
to my unforgotten friends about the
old pre-war days. And I am taking
advantage of the opportunity to estab
lish my claim to a status as an alumnus.
In the sixteen years of my association
with Cortland students the aggregate
contribution of those students to me,

I cherished the ardent hope that I was
contributing something to those stu
dents that would be an abiding inspi
ration or means of relaxation. And I
was recently cheered by evidence that
my hope had been realized when a
Cortland business man told me that
when he saw me he always recalled
Mark Twain's long journey with the

I am sure, far surpassed what the
members of any class contributed to
one another. And similarly what those
sixteen years enabled me to get from

box of guns which he had been led to
think was the dead body of his best
friend.

the faculty was, I am sure, greater
than any student received.

the conclusion that no graduate has a
better claim to rank among alumni
except the few who are both graduates

On the other side of the ledger is
the fact that during those sixteen years
of other days" which have been do
nated to our "alumni museum." Pos
sibly you have some scrap books, pro
grams, pictures, etc., which you might
like to contribute.
It is hoped that, in order to have our
Alumni association function effect
ively, there may be organized through
out the state local alumni clubs, as we
now have in Binghamton and Cort
land.
Furthermore, a movement is on
foot to select a class secretary from
each class who will compose one letter
a y ear to his classmates. These letters
will be sent out from the Alumni office.
Beginning with the present senior class,
these class secretaries will be elected
before graduation.
The Alumni office wishes to be of
service to you in every possible way,
such as giving information at any
time, assisting with the organization
of local clubs, etc.
An unusually important meeting of
the Alumni association will be held at
10:30 A. M., on Alumni Day, June
10th. Revision of the Constitution as
w r ell as other plans for enlarging the
activities of the Association will be
among the numerous items of business.
You are urgently requested to notify

All of which argument adds up to

and members of the faculty. And this
exception does not include such young
sters as RUTH DOWD and MARY
HARDING.
Now, Miss Park, you ask for the
privilege of peeking behind the scenes
of my life since graduation. Well,
there is not much to see.
The most
exciting consists of relieving people
whose homes have burned down or of
whom the hospital and the surgeon
have taken possession.
I wish there were space to speak of
those members of the faculty who are
no longer h ere to speak for themselves.
Once I thought I c ould see some faults
in some of these people, but now the
thick cream of their virtues so covers
the surface of memory that I cannot
see down to any residue of dregs that
may remain at the bottom.
And so, Good Night.
Sincerely,
ULYSSES F. AXTELL.
*
*
*
JOSEPHINE LIENHART retired
last June and is n ow living in Auburn,
N. Y. She graduated from Training
Class in Waterloo, N. Y. in 1 905, from
which time until 1922 she taught in the
grades and high school in Seneca Falls,
N. Y.
Upon her graduation from
Cortland Normal School in 1923 she
was appointed to the faculty there.
Until its close in 1933 she taught in the

us at once of any change in address.
Good wishes for a bigger and better
Cortland State Teachers College and

Open Air Department, after which she
became a highly efficient third grade

Victory.

critic teacher of the Training School.
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Quoting the College Hilltop Press,
"Miss Lienhart's leaving will be deeply
regretted by faculty, students and all

along the north shore of St. Lawrence,

150, but as the time for apple picking

across the Gaspe and New England.
Winter of '39 drove to Florida for

townspeople who knew her. Especi
ally wi ll sh e be missed in the ranks of
the P arent- Teachers association where
she has always been loyally active. To

four months in and around from Jack
sonville to Key West, Tarpon Springs.
Visited famous gardens in Florida and

drew near one could look out at night
on perfectly bare Held a nd in the morn
ing find it covered with tents from

patrons of the Training School, to the
parents of her children and to her
faculty associates she will ever be
remembered as the skillful and under
standing teacher, as the gracious lady
and as the kind and sympathetic
friend." Miss Lienhart has often been

all states to New York. In 1940 kept
house, gardened and drove to Arizona,
Mexico and California.
Spent six

The buildings on the town site con
sisted of a post office and general store,

months mostly in Arizona—painted,
studied Indian design and crafts. In
1941 drove to Arizona, spent five
months—botanized, painted, studied

bunk house, school house, packing
house and a few tents where workmen
lived. The first consideration was the
building of an overhead tramway to

archeology—sewed for Red Cross; at

connect the packing house with the
railroad four miles away. During the

highly commended for her poetry work
with the children. Don Essex of the

home, gardened, kept house, worked
for the Ration Board. Since then have

State Education Department gave it
extravagant praise after visiting her
class room, and he frequently spoke

been at home.

of it at teachers' meetings throughout
the State.
Miss Lienhart studied at Syracuse
and Columbia Universities, receiving
her B.S. and M.A. from Teachers Col
lege, C olumbia University. She is a
member of Pi Lambda Theta.
*
*
*
LT. EDWARD G. LINNEHAN
sends his sincere wishes for the success

Chief interests: travel

by. automobile or by any means;—•
painting; archeology; botany; garden
ing and canning; and, of course, buying
bonds for better days that bring our
ex-students home. Seems little, but it
keeps me busy and happy." Miss
Oleott is also giving a great deal of
time to the assignment of Volunteer
Nurses' Aides at the Cortland County
Hospital. She is the president-elect
of the Ladies' Literary Club.
*

*

*

of our a lumni venture. He writes, "I
was ordered overseas, but my com
manding officer requested that the
order be can celled for now. I was very

Rathbun), at the request of the editor,
writes this very interesting account of
her life since leaving Cortland Normal

happy to have been considered valu
able in m y present c apacity. So many
people have been so generous to me!

School.
"I was married in the fall of 1904
and for several years made my home

I guess , 'C ourage is Fear that has said
its prayers.' 1 have really prayed!"
Mr. Linnehan's address is Base Q. M.,

in Cortland, N. Y.

OAAF, Oscoda, Mich.
*

*

*

MRS. WILLIAM MAHER (Ethel
Whitehouse) has made her home in
Cortland since her marriage to Mr.
William Maher.
For the past ten
years, she has been especially inter
ested in Girl Scout work, having served
as a member of the Girl Scout Council,
and hav ing been a Girl Scout Commis
sioner. Among her other civic inter
ests has been that of the parent-teach
ers org anization.
*

*

*

MISS L ILL IA M. OLCOTT gives
the following summary of her activities
since she left the College in 1939:
"Drove through Eastern Canada

which would issue a stream of men
and women ready to pick, grade and
pack apples and peaches.

MRS. AM IE R. SEYMOUR (Amie

In 1910 I accompanied my husband
on a business trip to Germany and
England with a side trip through Hol
land. We later took vacation trips to
Bermuda and Nassau.
In 1918 we left Cortland with Mr.
and Mrs. D. W. Van Housen and fam
ily to live on an apple ranch in Mesa,
Idaho. On this ranch of 3,600 acres
were 200 acres of peaches and 1,400
acres of apples. The fruit was brought
to a large packing house where it was
graded, packed and shipped to freight
cars by an overhead tramway.
The Mesa Orchards are about 100

summer workmen were busy enlarging
the store and building two comfortable
houses and a large garage and hall.
The hall served as a meeting place for
Saturday night parties and dances and
for Sunday School on Sunday after
noons.
Let no one think that square dancing
is modern or confined to the East.
Frank Patterson who called the dances
at Mesa knew all the turns, also all the
words.
This was a land of surprises—one
would sometimes hear a high clear
tenor singing strains from the "Halle
lujah Chorus" or an old ranger would
ask for the victrola record of " There
is a Fountain Filled with Blood."
The second year of our stay my
husband lost his life in a fire which
destroyed the packing house. As soon
as arrangements could be made, to
gether with my son, I returned to
Cortland where I have since lived.
In the fall of 1930 I left C ortland to
take charge of a sorority house con
nected with Westminster College in
New Wilmington, Pa. This change
was made primarily to be with Mrs.
C. B. Robertson who was at that time
Dean of Women there.
I f ound this work so interesting that
after a year at home I became house
mother at the Kappa Delta Sorority
at Cornell.
In 1935 I t ook a year off a nd visited
the Scovels in China. On my way to
China I left the ocean liner at Yoko

miles from Boise in Adams County and
located on a branch of the Lincoln
Highway.
During the winter and

hama and went through Japan by rail.
Tokio brought to mind
MARY

spring the population numbered about

KIR BY—class of 1900. She called on
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me at the hotel and at a dinner in her
home I had my first experience eating
with chop sticks.
My stay in T sining, China, was full
of interest. Dr. and Mrs. Frederick
Scovel as medical missionaries were
carrying on their work most efficiently.
I hey were very hospitable and the in
fluence of this Christian home was farreaching.
Many a weary traveler
found it a haven of rest.
Mrs. C. W. Scovel had an attractive
home in the compound where she was
a "missionary to the missionaries."
We traveled mostly by ricksha and
frequently went down town to peer into
the little shops, and sometimes, as a
special favor, were shown choice pieces
of old china.
We journeyed to Paiping and under
Mrs. Scovel's guidance I learned to
"bargain" in the shops. Paiping is a
fascinating city. We visited many
places of interest and needless to say
I left with regret.
I g rew to have great admiration for
the good nature, patience and courage
of the Chinese people in the face of
poverty, famine and oppression.
After another year at Cornell, at the
request of Miss Park, I came to Cort
land to become house mother at the
Alpha Delta Sorority where I am still
living.
My son married ADELPHA CORTRIGHT, class of 1927, lives in Cort
land and is connected with the Sav
ings Bank.
ELIZABETH WRIGHT TRIPP
visited me several times and many in
cidents of the Normal School days
were talked over. Mrs. Iripp passed
away in h er sleep August 30, 1942.
Never has the thread of interest in
the Cortland Normal School worn thin.
It was my pleasure and privilege to
he the teacher of a large Sunday School
class of young men from town and
normal. Occasionally I have heard a
knock at my door and a voice saving,
'Does Amie Rathhun live here?'
It
might be one of the 'hoys' who called
to remind me of the time CHARLES
HUNILEY hid under my typewriter
desk to escape being kidnapped by
underclassmen before the Dido ban
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quet; or it might be MARIA BISHOP
dropping in t o read me a message from
some girl doing ordinary work in an
unusual way, or it might be MR. AND
MRS. WM. BOOTH with many eager
questions about former graduates. In
any case it was not Amie Rathhun
they wanted to see h ut the urge to talk
about the old days 'when their hearts
were young and gay' that brought
them to my door.
In this war torn world I think many
a former student still feels the kindly
interest of Dr. Cheney and hears
again the oft repeated prayer of MR.
CORNISH. 'Lord bless the poor and
the needy, the sick and the afflicted
and all who in any way need thee.'
Wherever they are I a m sure all Cort
land graduates are saying of the Cort
land Teachers College:
'Here's to the greater tomorrow,
that is born of a great today."
*

*

*

MRS. L. D. TICKNOR (Edna Eldridge) has been a resident of Cortland
since her marriage in 1919, having re
signed the previous June after six and
one half years as a teacher in the kin
dergarten.
She writes: "We have
watched the school with much interest,
and such contacts as I h ave made with
the faculty and students have been
pleasant and interesting. To have
grown-ups who were once in our kin
dergarten recognize me always gives
me a start, or perhaps the popular
word 'thrill' would better apply."
Mrs. licknor has contributed much
to the civic life of Cortland, taking an
active interest in those things which
are for the betterment of the com
munity.
*

*

*

MISS ELLA VAN HOESEN has
continued to reside in Cortland since
her retirement in 1938. Her host of
friends will be pleased to know that
the Board of Visitors of the College
gave her name to the Training School
in which she served so well, and that
the children of the Training School
placed a tablet in her honor in t he hall
near her former office.
Miss Van
Hoesen is giving generously of her
time at the Red Cross Headquarters,

the local ration board office, and to
other civic agencies.
*

*

*

In her characteristic wav, DR.
ROXIE WEBER writes, "Oh, what
a beautiful morning" is very descrip
tive of about three hundred mornings
out of the year in Oklahoma—bright
blue sky and so much of it, clear sun
shine that comes out of the east with
a hang, and something one might call
bracing about the early morning air
even in mid-summer. We won't men
tion the other sixty-five days further
than to say that they are just ordinary
ones.
A and M College, a Federal Land
Grant College, had before the war a
student registration of between six and
seven thousand students, of which
about two thousand were women.
Since the war, our total registration
up until now has been slightly above
the pre-war level due to the presence
of Radar, pre-flight A.S.T.P., WAVE,
SPAR, and A & N 12 units. All, ex
cept the A & N 12s, w ho are the six
teen and seventeen year olds, have
their own medical officers, hut use our
Infirmary, so I have only the women
students to care for. Of them there
are still about twelve hundred. On
alternate weeks I also take care of the
men students and the A & N 12s w ho
are in t he infirmary or who become ill
during that interval.
My duties consist of medical exami
nations for all entering women stu
dents each semester and summer
school, and re-examination each year
of all other women who participate in
physical education classes and intramurals. Office hours extend from
9:00 a. m. to 4:00 p. m. with an hour
for lunch. During this interval we
see office cases for treatment in ad
dition to the afore-mentioned exam
inations. Any student sick e nough to
be hospitalized is s ent upstairs to the
Infirmary where we have a total of
seventy beds, thirty-five for the women
and an equal number for the men,
though often we have to borrow from
each other. Though the office hours
look short it doesn't mean that we
have work only six hours a day. We
are on call twenty-four hours a day
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except alternate week-ends when the
doctor for the men and I take turns at
covering calls. There are no office

taught grades only until I returned to
Cortland as what was then known as a
critic teacher of penmanship and spell

University Department of Education.
T ale used our school as a laboratory
for some research studies and in r eturn,

hours Saturday afternoon and Sunday.
We h ave on our staff in addition to
the two doctors, a technician who does

ing. I had taught five years before
coming to the Normal School. I g rad
uated in February '99 and went im

our staff were entitled to free tuition
for any of the Yale courses in their De
partment of Education.

both laboratory work and X-ray, a
dentist, a secretary and a dietician
with assis tants. Before the decline in
the number of civilian students we

mediately to Glen Cove, Long Island,
where I st ayed for two and a half years.
From there I went to Yonkers for the

On July 1, 1942, I e ntered the State
Department of Education upon the

had two d octors for the men students.
During my seventeen months here 1
have been forc ed to the conclusion that
there is little difference between Okla
homa and New York students in their
attitude toward health. It has been
of considerable interest to me that
there are many more students here
with per fect teeth. For one at Cort
land there are
So far I have
has been able
explanation of

a dozen or more here.
not found anyone who
to offer a satisfactory
this finding.
Perhaps

it is th e sunshine of which there is a
superabundance.
About a month ago I had the happy
experience o f meeting a bomber pilot
from the same squadron in which
FRANK RATH BONE was a bom
bardier in Africa last year.
I wish
that yo u could have seen the pictures
of Frank that he showed me. You
might be interested to know that Frank
has recently broken into print with
some article s he wrote while in Africa.
Two weeks ago we had as visitors
for the w eek-end a Cortland graduate
of 1936 KATHERINE GEISE {Burke)
with her husband and young daughter,
Kathleen, age seven months. They
are at present stationed in Oklahoma
City where Sgt. Burke is connected
with th e Pre-Flight T raining Unit at
Oklahoma City University. We wish
that more Cortland students were sent
to these parts."
*

*

*

following nine years.
During that
time I took some courses in English at
the Brooklyn Institute, and in Science
at Cornell.
I also took two trips
abroad which I feel were an education
in themselves, even though they
afforded no letters to put before or
after my name.
I t horoughly enjoyed the eight years
of teaching in the old Normal but I
always knew I was the least important
member of the teaching force."
*
*
*
"I was pleased to receive an inquiry
concerning my whereabouts since leav
ing Cortland," writes JOHN THORP.
"I left Cortland on July 1, 1939 to
become the first principal of the newly
formed Eden Central School at Eden,
New York. During the year that I
was there, a new half million dollar
school building was erected. I had a
hand in planning some of the details
of the building and selection of the
equipment which was considerably
over #70,000.00 in addition. During
the year, the faculty worked in curric
ulum committees and the elementary
group recommended textbooks to be
adopted when they moved into the
new building in the fall of 1940. In
the spring a comprehensive testing
program was administered so that the
several rural and elementary schools
could be more easily integrated when
they came together in the new build
ing.

MRS. FRED A. WILKINS {Agnes
Mix) much prefers "not to be noted in

On July 1, 1940, I w ent to Old Lyme,
Conn., as superintendent of schools

the alu mni magazine," but her many
friends will he interested in parts of
her lette r: "I am one of the past and

and principal of the high school. The
district had just completed a building
program and that spring graduated its

gone who m it is much better to leave
unsung since I flitted across the teach

first class from the high school. T he re
were a great many problems of organ

ing st age before it was criminal to
appear b efore a class without at least

ization but I found it a stimulating
situation. The school system had a
cooperative arrangement with Yale

an ho norary degree.

Furthermore, I

invitation of the Commissioner. My
work is in the newly formed Bureau of
Youth Services which was formed to
deal with all problems of youth from
adolescence to the time that they are
adjusted upon leaving high school.
My assignment is as general supervisor
of secondary education and as special
consultant for industrial arts and preflight aeronautics.
Alice has been a big help to me in
each of my jobs.
She joins me in
wishing you good luck in your Alumni
venture."

A l u mn i - S t u d e n t C a r d P a rt y
{Continued from page ())

the College students.
Mrs. Boyd Letts {Althea Beard),
1922, was general chairman of the
party, while Dean Lucille Barber of
the College had charge of the student
committees. T he Alumni committees
responsible for the success of this ven
ture included Mrs. Wendall Bush,
{Dorothy Aitken), 1930, tickets; Mrs.
George Latimer, {Hazel Stillzvell) 1928,
reservations; Mrs. Kenneth Miner
{Myrtis Brandow) 1929 and Mrs. Floyd
Calkins {Josephine Tiventyrnan) 1921,
calling; Mrs. Howard R. Ward {Vivian
Geiveye) 1916, decorations; Mrs. Fred
Ashworth {Bertha Ilulbert) 1914, Mrs.
William Gleason {Marie Dozvd) 1908,
Mrs. Alfred Walrad {Marguerite Klett)
1929, and Mrs. Robert Potter {Helen
Johnson) 1918, refreshments; and Mrs.
E. H. Clark (Ruth Bessier) 1915, pub
licity.
The College committees were: Dor
othy Learn and Beatrice Emerich,
refreshments; Ruth Cooney, tables;
Audrey Flaxington, dishes; Evelyn
Sautter, clean-up; Muriel Graf, er
rands; Dorothy Learn, Elizabeth Lukens, and Prof. E. E. Lowry, pub
licity; Marilyn Kellam, tickets; and
Frances Grover, prizes.
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In Meiiaoriaiii
MARIA W. BISHOP, 1880
T he passing of Miss Maria W. Bishop on Octo
ber 27, 1943, will bring a distinct sense of loss to
the older alumni who knew her as an inspiring
teacher in the old Cortland Normal School.
Miss Bishop came from a long line of New
England ancestry, and her fath er and grand
father were early teachers in Cortland County.
Her father, General Albert W. Bishop, was grad
uated from Yale College in the famous class o f
'53 of which Andrew I). W hite was also a mem
ber. Maria Bishop was born in Buffalo, Jan 
uary 3, 1860, but on the death of her mother,
ca me to Cortland at an early age where she was
brought up by her grandmot her, Mrs. Emily
Webb Bishop.
She was graduated from Cortland Normal
School on June 28, 1880 and taught for ten years,
first at Norwich and then a t the Pomeroy St reet
School in C ortland. In 1890 she was appointed
critic teacher in the Cortland Normal and in
1898 became teacher of methods, later being in
cha rge of the practice school.
In 1894-5, Miss Bishop was awarded a f ellow
ship in Cambridge braining College, Cambridge,
England, a nd in 1904-5 was granted a leave of
ab sence from the Normal for a year's study a t
New York University. In 1907 she went to
Hampton In stitute, Ham pton, Virginia, where
she taught for eighteen years, an experience she
richly enjoyed.
Fro m her years spent there
was dated her great interest in t he welfare of the
negro. Many a Hampton student has testified
to her influence in his life.
Retiring from teaching in 1925, she came home
to Cortland where she took a keen interest in
the life of the commun ity. She was a membe r of
the First Presbyterian Church, the Ladies' Lit
erary Club and the Cortland County Historical
Society.
Miss Bishop travelled widely, especially en
joying her visits to England, and the winters
she spent in J amaica, Bermuda, California, and
the Hawaiian Islands.
Young p eople a s well a s those of h er own age
were attr acted to her by a quality of agelessness
which was an outstanding characteristic. Among
the fifty with whom she corresponded more or
less regularly were former s tudents from Co rt
land and Hampton, teachers, and friends whom
she had met on her travels. Her keen m ind w as
reflected in her letters, abounding as they did in
originality and humor.
A former s tudent at the Normal said of her,
"S he was an individual who never grew old,
a gentlewoman of unusual poise and ability.
Her stature was as straight as a stick which was
typical of a type of mind als o straight. M any of
my old class-mates, now successful men of the
world, sought her out when they returned to
Cortland."
Others will remember her for her indepen
dence, her fairness, and her constructive criti
cisms tempered as they were by kindness and
a sense of humor.
"Miss Bishop left a lasting impression on all
whose lives she touched and her memory adds a
priceless increment to the recollections of her
friends and her comm unity."

MRS. CAROLINE MONEI.L-CURRYHAWKINS
I t was with deep regret that the many friends
of Mrs. Caroline Monell-Curry-Hawkins learned

of her passing. At the request of the Alumni
Office, Mr. Hawkins writes. "M rs. Hawkins
was born in Rochester, New York, and received
her early education in Albany, N. Y. , where
her mother was a teacher in t he Boys Academy.
She graduated from Vassar College in 1891 and
was elected to Phi Beta Kappa. She taught in
Chicago one year and then went to Cortland as
Dr. Cheney's secretary with one class to teach.
The varie ty of h er teaching there, and the dat es
of the same a re not in our records, but, as yo u
know, her field was L atin and English with ex
cursions in Science, bookkeeping and many
other subjects. It was the standing joke in our
family tha t any subject left over was assigned to
her. As a matter of fact her best beloved field
was Art. I am sure that one of the greatest
satisfactions came from the selection by our son
of a rt as a field of work. Surely it was not from
me by inheritance or environment that his in
terests in that field developed early in his life.
Her work at Cortland Normal ended in 1912
when I went to Alba ny in the service of the
St ate Education Department as specialist in
Agricultural Education. Our son was born in
1916 (Nov. 3). We moved from Albany to Wash
ington in 1917 when I entered Federal Service
as Assistant Director of the Federal Board for
Vocational Education.
Then to Chicago in
1921 where I entered upon a period of educa
tional work with a number of industrial organ
izations. In 1925 we moved to Mou nt Vernon,
N. Y., and Mrs. Hawkins, w ith her son now at
an age to spend his time in school and with
friends, began to teach for the State of New
York part t ime in the classes operat ed for crafts
men who were preparing to teach. Her special
field was oral and written English. This work
she continued until 1938 when we again moved to
Washington because I was a sked to take charge
of the Vocational Training for National Defense.
Of her tal ent as a teacher I need say little. You
were one o f her pupils and know many others.
Every summer after son was old enough to travel
she took him on exten ded trips. Through the
National Parks of the West, one summer in
Alaska, one in California, on e through New
England etc.
In the early part of 1929 she and son sp ent
about six months in Europ e-mainly France.
All of this travel was as much for the education
of son as for her own pleasure. The end ca me
very suddenly though not entirely unexpected.
Where ever we have lived she formed friendships
which persisted through the years.
Few are
permitted to render the service which she gave
and which she was always glad to give. Son is
now a Sergeant in the Armed Forces and sta
tioned in England. He is at tached to Head
quarters of the 49th Bn. Sgt. L. S. H awkins, Jr.
1-3 A. P. O. 887 Hq. Det. Force Hq. A.S.N.
36659355.
c-o Postmaster, New York, N. Y.
I am sure he would be glad to hear from any
friends of his mother. This may be a w ay that
some of those who have been helped by her may
in turn help her. T he boys like t o get mail and
I am sure it would be a pleasure beyond belief
for him to hear from some of her former pupils."

MELVA LATTIMORE
Melva Lattimore graduated from Cornell in
1917. He r first position was teaching Home
Economics in Greigsville, New York. She was
there two years and then went to Washington to
work in the "R uth Cleves" Cafeteria. After
working there some time she went to Color ado

Springs where she had charge of the dining room
in one of the dormitor ies a t Colorado College,
She was there over two years. Her sister was in
Honolulu and her father and mot her were anxious
to visit her. So Melva left Colorado College
and went to Honolulu.
While there she worked
for the Y.W.C.A. She was hostess at the Beach
House run by the Y.W.C.A.
When her family returned to this country she
came with them and opened a Tea Room in
Mamaroneck, New York. In the Tea Room
she had an opportunity to use no t only her
training in H ome Economics bur, also, her artis
tic ability. It was most at tractive. From the
beginning it was successful. In this venture she
was i n her element. However, h er family were
eager to go back to Honolulu. Finally they
persuaded her to close the Tea Room and she
went with t hem. In Honolulu she had charge of
a l ea Room in a depart ment s tore.
It was on her return from Honolulu that shetcame to Cortland anil became the director of the
Y.W.C.A. Ca feteria. Later she had a similar
position at the Normal School, and eventually
she became the Dietician a t th e Cortland County
Hospital.
Certain characteristics that she had stand out
whenever one thinks of Melva. First and fore
most her sense of humor was a joy to us all. No
day was too dar k but w hat a quick remark from
her could lighten the skies. Her loyalty and
devotion to her family dominated her life. She
accepted her added responsibilities with a beau
tiful spirit. Those who worked for her trusted
her.
She never asked them to do what she
would not do herself. Also, she was always
ready to help them. She was fair, generous, and
always eager to do her p art.
Melva's ancestors were s oldiers. She had alii
of their fighting spirit. When the war came she
wanted to do her part. At the hospital she felt
that she was doing war work. Though she
worked way beyond her s trength she got satis
faction and joy out of it.

G o l d Stars
The death of LIEUT. THOMAS
McDERMOTT, bomber pilot of the
U. S. Army Air Corps, near Kodiak,
Alaska, was reported April 29, 1942.
Lieut. McDermott entered Cortland
State Teachers College in the fall of
1939, and had two and one half years
there as a general course student. He
was an outstanding football player,
being varsity guard for the Red Drag
ons. He enlisted February 10, 1941 in
Syracuse and was sent to Love Field,
Dallas, Texas, for preliminary training.
His advanced training was taken at
Kelley Field, San Antonio, 'Texas, and
it was from that field that he was grad
uated and received his sealed orders as
a lieutenant.
LIEUT. DONALD F. WEST, 1939.
was killed on February 18th, when two
B-24 bombers locked wings and crashed
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near Phoenix, Arizona. His parents
tell us that "the bombers were partici
pating in a training mission over the
rugged Salt River Indian reservation"
when the accident occurred.
"4 he
planes were based at Davis-Monthan
Field, Tucson, Arizona.
Lieut. West entered the service April
28, 1942, and was commissioned a
second lieutenant and presented with
his wings October 7, 1943, at Big
Springs, Texas, following graduation
as a bo mbardier. He received prelimi
nary training at Cayuhoga, Ohio, and
at L os Angeles, Calif." Following his
graduation from Cortland he became
principal of the school at Blodgett
Mills.
ALBERT E. WRIGHT. Cortland
State Teachers College was deeply
shocked to hear that on December 11,
1942, 1st Lieut. Albert E. Wright of
the class of'41 had been killed when
his plane crashed five miles from Pat
terson F ield, Dayton Ohio.
Lieut. Wright, whose home was in
Mount Vernon, was very active in
various college affairs and as an athlete.
He was a member of Delta Kappa
Fraternity, A.A.H.P.E.R., the Men's
Glee Club, the Music Council and the
Youth Movement. He served as man
ager of the Year book, Didascaleion.
He was especially active in swim
ming, track and soccer
Three weeks before his death he was
married to Evelyn Marion Schauer.
Thus f ar the class of 1942 has sent
in the largest number of subscriptions
to The Cortland Alumni.

Necrology
1880 Mrs. W. C. Newell
{Cora J. Springer)
1885 Ernest 1. Edgecomb
1886 Mrs. L. L. Allen
{Helen A. Carpenter)
1888 Mrs. G. M. Brill
(Achsah A. Quick)
1890 Elizabeth G. Maxwell
1891 Herman C. Woodworth
1893 Flovd B. Miner
1893 William T. Yale
1900 Mrs. F. J. Bentley
(Bertha Reed)
1907 Carl E. Ladd
1930 Mrs. William Anderson
(Mable Austin)

Dec.

27, 1943

June
Sept.

7, 1943
2, 1943

Sept.

4, 1943

Aug.
Nov.
Aug.
Nov.

9,
8,
30,
25,

1943
1943
1943
1943

March 13, 1944
July
March

23, 1943
3, 1944

Campus N otes

performance at the College on Feb
ruary 8, before a capacity audience

W

ISHING to make a real contri
bution to the war effort, a group

who received him with marked en
thusiasm. His rich and powerful voice
and his delightful personality won his
audience from the very beginning of

of college girls elected a two-hour
credit Nurses' Aide course which was
conducted the first semester.
The

his concert. He was most generous
with his encores. It was very evident
that Mr. Jagel was delighted with his

course included lectures and demon
strations as well as practice in a se
lected group of hospital activities.
Upon the completion of this course the

reception, and he has expressed a de
sire to return to Cortland at some

College Nurse's Aides

girls give during the second semester
forty hours of volunteer service at the
Cortland Hospital.
MISS MARGARET HALLIGAN,
a member of the college faculty and
herself a Red Cross Volunteer Nurse's
Aide, was the very efficient teacher of
this course. Room 137 was furnished
with equipment from the hospital,
thus furnishing an opportunity for
practice of many specialized hospital
procedures.

" C h ug ge r " Davis Ho nored

future date.
MISS MARTHA ROBBINS, for
many years a very highly respected
member of the College English depart
ment, resigned in March, and left Cort
land for her home in the State of Wash
ington.
The resignation of MISS BLANCHE
VOORUS, seventh and eighth grade
critic teacher, became effective April
1st. It is a matter of sincere regret
to both faculty and students that ill
health made necessary this loss to the
College. Miss Voorus will retire to
her home in Fleasantville, Pa.

Southwest State Teachers College in
Missouri has honored a distinguished
son—CARL DAVIS—by giving his
name to a gold medal awarded yearly
by the college to "the student who
rates highest in qualities of scholar
ship, manhood and sportsmanship."
Since "Chugger" was the first one to
receive this award, it is now known as
the Carl Davis Sportsmanship Medal,
"a tradition on that Campus."

LaMeri
One of the most delightful evenings
of the College year was that of October
22, 1943, when the College and town
people were privileged to see the great
American dancer, La Meri, in a very
unusual dance program. Her beautiful
and striking authentic costumes, her
gracious manner, and her charming
personality won at once the admiration
of her audience. Her presentation of
authentic dances of various races and
peoples was most warmly received.
La Meri hopes to return to her home
in Italy after the war.

Fred erick Jagel
FREDERICK JAGEL, Metropoli
tan Opera star, gave an outstanding

CAPTAIN FRANK RATH BONE,
outstanding physical education gradu
ate of 1941, returned to his Alma Mater
for the Alumni homecoming weekend
and spoke to the student body in a
special assembly November 12.
A
bombardier on a Flying Fortress which
accomplished 50 missions over occu
pied France, North Africa, Greece,
Sicily and Italy, the young officer told
of his experiences overseas. With easy,
friendly contact to his audience, Cap
tain Rathbone gave one of the most
appealing addresses to be given in this
college.
{Continued on next page)
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Marriages
MARV ELLEN VORMWA LD, 19 42, and
SERGEANT ANTHONY JOSEPH DOVI
were married February 5, 1944, at St.
Mary's Church, Cortland, N. Y.
Mrs. Dovi is at present teaching in
Oneida, while Sergeant Dovi, a grad
uate of Syracuse Aeronautical Me
chanic School, is at the Rome Air Base
awaiting a transfer after being accepted
for air cadet training.
CALLIE L. TITCHENER, 1940, was
married to LIEUT. JOHN KENNETH
JACKSON in the Presbyterian Church
of Ocala, Florida, March 1944. Fol
lowing the ceremony Lieut, and Mrs.
Jackson left for Midland, Texas, where
Lieut. Jackson will take an instructor's
refresher course for nine weeks.
Mrs. Jackson has been employed in
the operations department of the Pan
American Air Lines at LaGuardia
Field, New York. Lieut. Jackson was
a student in the physical education
department at Cortland State Teach
ers College prior to his enlistment in
June, 1941. He was trained as a navi
gator and bombardier, and served with
the air forces with Montgomery's
Army driving Rommel out of Egypt,
Sicily, and into Italy. Since his return
to the United States he has been
stationed at Miami Beach, Fla.
MR. J. ALLEN LEACH, 19 03, and DR.
LUCILLE BARBER were married in
Cortland September 4, 1943.
Dr.
Barber is Dean of Women at the Col
lege, while Mr. Leach manages a large
farm on the West Homer Road.

A R ec o r d F a m i l y - t h e K n a p p s
ROB ER T D W IGHT KN APP, 1893, sent in
the following brief history of a family which,
he believes, may have had more gradu ates from
th e old Cortland Normal School, between 1884
and 1901, than any other family in the state.
1'here were eight children from the family of
Cy rus Knapp of Etna, N. Y., who gr aduated
from Cortland Normal School at various t imes,
one more of the twelve gra duated from Cornell
and one from Syracuse University. They were
brought up on a hill farm in Tompkins County
three miles from the nearest village or railroad
station and five miles from th e nearest high
school. The boys all paid their own way through
Normal School and College.
MRS AL BERT DAVENPORT (Mary Ellen
Knapp) graduated in 1878, being one of the
oldest living graduates. She i s 85 years of age.
After first teaching in rural school, she became
principal of two grade schools in Tompkins
County. She then went to Dryden High School
where she taught for many years, later becoming
for a number of years the principal of t he inter
mediate department there. He r home is now in
Marcellu s, N. Y.
FRANK WILSON K NA PP, 1884, was the
next g raduate from this family. H e taught for a
number of years, was elected School Commis
sioner in Tompkins Count y and was i nstrumen
tal along with Dr. Thomas E. Finnegan in es
tablishing the grade examinations in all the
schools in the Stat e. While School Commission
er lie g raduated from Cornell, was admitted to
th e bar and was a practicing at torn ey in M ar
cellus, N. Y. for thirty years or more. He served
as a member of t he Board of Educat ion, was al
ways interested in educational advancement
and for years was a s chool director in his town
in order that a good man might serve his district
as Superintendent of Schools.
MRS. ED WA RD BUCK (Ilattie Elizabeth
kn app), 1887, was the third graduate from this
family. She taught in various schools in Tomp
kins C ounty, including Etna, N. Y., and was
principal of the Primary department in the Drvden High School for a number of years. She
taught there with her sister M ary. Because of
her ability as a teacher and organizer she was
elected School Commissioner in Tom pkins
County. In this capacity as well as District
Superintendent, she served for nearly twen ty
years. She will be remembered by the teachers
of Tompkins County as a successful educator.

(Continued from page /y)

Captain Rathbone received the Dis
tinguished Flying Cross and the Air
Medal. He at first claimed that they
were not received for any special ex
ploit but finally admitted that one of
them was received because he "just
happened to be leading the squadron
the day they sank the " Trieste' ". Be
sides the two medals, Captain Rathhone wore his African Campaign rib
bon, the ribbon of "American De
fense" and another for being in the
service before Pearl Harbor.

ZOE KN APP, 1889, the fourth in the family
to get h er education from this school, taught for
several years, later becoming a very successful
clerk, typist and stenographer. She passed the
civil service examinations for a court stenograph
er. For a number of years she was with t he New
York St ate Institution for the Blind in NewYork City, and during the latt er years of her
life was head stenographer for the Burns De
tective Agency with twenty-five stenograp hers
under her supervision.
ASA S. KNAPP, 1892, entered Cortland Nor
mal School a t a very early age direct from the
one-room rural school in his district, never hav
ing attended high school. H e probably never
saw the inside ol a high schoo l until he went to
Dryden High School, five miles away, to take

the Regents examinations in preparation for
entra nce to the Normal School a t Co rtland.
Notw ithstanding his early training in a rural
school, before retiring two years ago he had
served forty-seven years as a school principal,
forty years being as a high school principal.
Probably he graduated as many, if no t more,
pupils than any ot her principal in the State of
New York. During his career of forty-seven
years he was principal o f the following schools:
I'reeville, one year; Locke, two years; Cayuga,
three years ; Manlius, seven years; l arge junior
high school in Niagara Fal ls, twelve years; and
for 21 y ears principal of the large Po rter Junior
High School in Syracuse. During his years of
teaching he atte nded summer courses in Syra
cuse a nd Cornell Universities.
RO BERT DW IGHT KNAPP graduated in
1893. While editor and publisher of the North
Westchester T imes at K atonah, N . Y., he served
as a member and president of the board of educa
tio n for a num ber of years. During his t erm as
president of the board a new high school building
was erected in Katonah and two years later a
large addition to the building was necessary'.
In 1910 he was elected District S uperintend ent
of the Fourth District of W estchester Coun ty,
and served for twenty-five years until he re
signed in 1936 at the age of seventy.
He holds the record of having consolidated
every school in his district, established six cen
tral school districts with full four-year high
school courses,—more than any other superin
tendent in the state. During his terms of office
he built eighteen new school buildings, including
large additions to high schools. When he took
office nearly all the schools were rural, but North
er n W estchester was transformed from a rural
school section with no full four-year high school
courses to a section with six large central schools
where every pupil can secure a good high school
education. Every pupil living very far from the
central schools is t ransported with as fine a bus
system as any in t he stat e.
SARAH CADY K NA PP, 1899, taught for a
number of years but p assed away in early life.
H EL EN K N APP, 1901, was the eighth and
last graduate from the Cortland Normal School
in t he Knapp Family. She also entered the Nor
mal direct f rom the one-room rural school, hav
ing passed t he Regents preliminaries in the Dry
den High School. As a c ommercial teacher she
taught for a number of years in Camillus and
Solvay and later in Niagara Falls. She was viceprincipal of the Niagara Falls Junio r High School
when she retired two years ago. She now re
sides in Niagara Falls.
After this magazine w ent to print, word was
received of the military wedding in Homer,
N. Y „ March 24 th, of Lieut. SHIRLEY,
M YNTER, '39, and Marine PFC REX FOR D
MORSE, a former stud ent at Cortland State
Teachers College.
Some information concerning the present
work of Lieut. "Lee" will b e found on page 17.
At the time of his enlistment September 1,
1941, "R ex" was employed a t the Cortland
Forging Shops. He is a former Red Cross lifesaving instructor. He is now "a ttached to a
U. S. battleship and has seen service in both
the Atlantic and Pacific areas during the past
two years."
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Cortland Women in Service
WAC S

U

NDER date of F ebruary 24, 1944,
L T. K ATHLEEN G. McCAHAN
wrote "My apologies for not writing

sooner as I had all good intentions of
doing. But when the Army decides to
move i t moves fast. The first of Feb
ruary I received War Department or
ders moving me up here to DesMoines
to await an assignment in the field
which I had requested several months
ago.
1 am up here in what they call the
WAC officers' pool. It is sort of a
clearing house for field assignments.
So far I have been interviewed several
times, and right now am quite sure
that 1 am going out with the Signal
Corps some place on the East Coast.
1 he Signal Corps was very much in

specific time.
Sounds complicated,
hut it is rather difficult to explain.
In regard to the letter that was for
warded to me from Oglethorpe I will
try and answer your questions.
I
taught physical education for five
years after leaving Cortland—two
years in Westbury, Long Island and
three years in Lvnbrook, Long Island.
You know that is where "SID" CO
VER 1 is. I have a military leave of
absence from Lynbrook. After being
commissioned in the 2nd OC class on
September 12, 1942, I went on the
Physical Training staff here in Des
Moines and was here until January 1,
1943, when I w ent down to Oglethorpe
to help open the 3rd WAC T C and to
become Chief of the PT staff there.
1 he job of the PT staff in the beginning
was to set up the program (because the

terested in my supervisory experience
in civ ilian life and in the Army, and
they said that they would train me for
the job. It would be a job where I

manual was not out then), plan the
physical set-up, that is, find PT areas
and see that PT stands were made,

would go in and understudy an Army
Officer and eventually replace him.

help schedule, teach officers and cadre
to teach the PT to their companies,
and supervise all physical training.

And that is theoretically the basic
reason or purpose for the corps.
No, Miss Park, that manual is for
you to keep. I t hought you might like

Also, we had the athletic, recreation,
swimming, unarmed defense, and vari
ous other special activities.
1 was

to ha ve a c opy to put with your file o f
material. We are very proud of it.
Life a nd Time photographers did the
illustrations. There were many of us

Chief of that section until December
1st, 1943, when I went into the Direc
tors of I rai nings office to take over the
other job.

who contributed ideas and material
for th e manual, hut Captain Niles, in
Washington, and Captain Boynton are

I saw GLADYS CHAAB here in
Des Moines the other day—FLOR

the people who compiled the material
and got it ready for publication. They
also wen t up to New York and super
vised t he taking of all pictures. The
manual is f or use in the basic training
period, and also for the specialists
school, and right into the field work.
I was working in the Director of
1 rainings office setting up a coordi
nation of all the testing programs of

ENCE LOMERY is here too. CAPT.
MARIE MORAN just finished com
mand and General Staff School, and I
believe went back to Texas.
RUTH
HAWKINS has a very interesting job
as an Assistant Air Inspector—admin
istrative — out at McChord Field,
Washington.
While I am here and awaiting orders
I am taking a Bakers and Cooks course.
It is very interesting and practical.

all the sections—Officer candidate,
basic, bakers and cooks, and motor
transport. Also, I was setting up a

Last weeP we studied the dehydrated
foods.
I he Army is buying up and
using most of the dehydrated foods

statistical gathering form. The last
had to do with a number of people who

produced in this country. We finished
the week by preparing a dinner con

had started, completed, as well as those
in the v arious stages of training at any

sisting wholly of dehydrated foods.
*
*
*
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A recent caller at the Alumni Office
brought greetings from LT. RUTH
M. HAWKINS now located at Prov.
Detch. W. McChord Field, Washing
ton. Ruth was supply officer of the
WAC Detachment when she went to
McChord Field last August. She is
now an assistant air inspector. She
received her promotion of First Lieu
tenant in March, 1944.
•

*

*

"LEE" MYNTER is serving in the
Army Air Forces Station Hospital at
Greensboro, N. C. She writes, "I like
it fine and will be seeing you the first
week end after the 'Duration.' I h ave
a large clinic in the station hospital
here, fully equipped to give all the
various physical theraphv treatments.
Our patients are the men taking their
basic training on the field here, and the
hospital patients. We give heat treat
ments, massage, whirlpool, exercise,
sunlight and diathermy. I am very
lucky in having plenty of help, and we
give about one hundred treatments a
day.
Part of my time is spent in
training my corpsmen.
They send me the Hilltop Press and
I enjoy it immensely—no doubt every
one in the service feels the same way.
Was glad to hear that they have re
vived the Carol Sing—that was quite
a memorable institution."

Waves
ENSIGN FLORENCE ERICKSON
of the WAVES, has been doing office
work in t he Aviation Department since
February 14th. She received her com
mission as Ensign at Northampton,
Mass.
Florence says, "I shall be
handling enlisted problems of every
description for the Aeronautical Di
vision." Her address is Room 4914,
Navy Department, Washington, D. C.
*
*
*
"LARRY" GARRET T, 1933, writes
"I'm in the Navy now", having been
inducted in the WAVES on December
29th, 1943.
*

*

*

After teaching three years at Cen
tral High School, Valley Stream, N. Y.,
"DOTTY" PARMAN began a most
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SP ARS

interesting service experience. "Time
is quite different these days and in our
mode of life two or three weeks pass
before we realize it; and besides we
never know what day it is.
You see, we work on three different
shifts: Day, from 8:00 a. m. to 4:00
p. m.; evening, from 4:00 p. m., to
12:00 p. m.; "rnids", from midnight to
8:00 a. 111. We change shifts every
three days so you can see how hard it
might be for us to tell what day or
time it is.
Yes, I'm a WAVE, now really a Et.
(j.g.) instead of an Ensign, hut am
waiting for my endorsements of same,
etc.
Eor seventeen months I have been
in the Navy. For fourteen months 1
have been doing Communications work
in I). C. I'm sorry I can say no more
about my work than that. It is with
a highly secret section and it's a case
where even one's own family doesn't
know what one is d oing.
My training for Communications
was received in an intensive course at
Naval Midshipman's School at North
ampton, Mass.
I can't claim any
credit for Cortland, except for good
general background and ability to ad
just.
I'm hoping my having my private
pilot's license will help me get into
the Bureau of Aeronautics, hut - - !"

I IEUT.
LEONORE
K.
AL'— J W AY who was in charge of the
physical education for women at the
College before she joined the SPARS
is now the "planning officer, in charge
of scheduling of all classes and training
activities for the SPARS" at the U. S.
Coast Guard Training Station in Palm
Beach, Florida.
*

*

Fla.

She trained at the United States

Coast Guard
commission.

Academy for military
She says that her pro

fessional training at Cortland qualified
her as a staff member for the physical
education department there.

She set

up an obstacle course for physical fit
ness, the first one in any of the wom
en's services ("We think it is the on/y

*

ENSIGN BARBARA CUSATOR,
"Barb" to her friends, is on the staff
of the U. S. Coast Guard I rain ing

one, but are not positive").

Station for SPARS in Palm

four years at Liberty, N. Y.

Beach,

Before

going into the service "Barb" taught
one year at Schenectady, N. Y., and

Cortland Men in Service
RALPH C. BLAIR, 1926, has been
promoted to the rank of Captain.
Captain Blair has been stationed in
England since November, 1942, being
a member of the Military and Com
bat Intelligence Branch of the Army
Air Force. Before entering service he
was a "member of the faculty of Mon
roe High School in Rochester where he
taught physical education and coached
athletics."
*

*

*

Ihe Alumni office has received a
program of the 10th Annual Texas
Aqua Carnival held February 10, 11,
12, 1944 in the Gregory Gym Pool at
the University of Texas, Austin. This
carnival was in charge of AR THUR C.

BURNHAM, 1927, C\ Sp., U.S.N.R.
In the program he is designated the

university nearly a half-century ago,
and are being taught how to enter and

"Billy Rose" of the Aqua-Carnival,
and we are told that his outstanding

rescue people from burning buildings,
They are also responsible for periodic
inspection of fire
extinguishers and

record since last June as swimming in
structor for the Navy V-12, program
earned him the assignment of coach
ing Texas' 1944 swimming team.
*
*
*
In February it was officially reported
that "THOMAS F. COCCITTI is a
member of a 16-man volunteer fire

hoses, and proper marking of exits in
the buildings.
Consisting

of

approximately

20(1

feet of hose on a drum mounted on two
large wheels the apparatus weighs
around three-fourths of a ton and is

squad recently organized by trainees
in Colgate University's Naval Flight

pulled by means of ropes and a long
shaft. It is equipped with a bell which
rings with each revolution, and two

Preparatory School to insure added
protection for all university buildings.
The men are being trained to fight

sleighs for use in place of wheels in
winter. Unused in recent years, it was
inspected and repaired by the local

fires with apparatus purchased by the

fire department with which the squad
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works at all times, before being put
to use again."
Mr. Coccitti was a student at the
College before becoming an aviation
cadet.
*

*

PUBLICATIONS
BOOKS AND ARTICLES B Y THE F ACULTY
DR. LUCILLE L. BARBER:

1. Making the Library More Usef ul.—
NEW

*

LOUIS N. MAIRS, 1942 and BUEL
F. REAGAN, 1942, were visitors at
the College in early March. They had
just finished a period of training at the
Reserve Officers Training School, New
London, Conn. They had then been
in the Service for a year and eight
months. Mr. Mairs had been assigned
to San Francisco, and Mr. Reagan to
Alaska.

YORK

LIBRARIES ,

May 1937,

pp. 196-198.
Simple suggestions for making the
school library more useful to those it
serves.
2. Beginning Rural Teachers. News
Letter on the Commission of Teacher
Education of the American Council on
EDUCATION , J uly, 1941.
Short summary of two year research
study of beginning rural teachers in
New York State, giving specific ex

On March 20, the Alumni Office re
ceived t he following address from Mr.
Mairs: L. N. Mairs, Ensign, C.G.C.

amples to illustrate a few of these prob
lems.

Sequoia, 425 Customs House,
Francisco, 26, California.

3. Beginning Teachers in Elementary
Schools a Problem in Teacher Educa
t i o n . — T H E E LE M E N T A R Y E N G L I S H R E 

*

*

San

*

Corporal RICHARD P. McLEAN,
1943, has qualified as an expert gun
ner at Fort Eustis, Va., one of the
nation's largest Anti-Aircraft Replace
ment Framing Centers.
Corporal
McLean entered the Enlisted Reserve
Corps October 5, 1942, and was called
to active duty April 28, 1943. He was
transferred to Fort Eustis for his basictraining on May 11, 1943.
Mrs.
McLean
(LUCILLE BETTER IN,
'42) is liv ing at 57 Paul Place, Buffalo,
N. Y.
*

*

*

LT. DMITRI PORADORSKYand
his bride, the former Marjorie Fischback, whom he married December 4,
1943, ca lled on friends at the College
in Fe bruary. Lt. Poradorsky had just

VIEW , January 1942, pp. 29-35.

Results of a research study showing
problems, conclusions, and recommen
dations regarding beginning teachers
in o ne-room rural schools of New York
State.
4. An Educator s Case for the Comics.
— T H E C H RI S T I A N S C I E N C E M O N I T O R ,

March 28, 1942, p. 11.
Improving and using the comic strip
idea as an educational tool rather than
treating it as an educational detriment.
5. Put Children s Patriotism to Work.
—JOURNAL OF EDUCATION , January,

1943, p. 9.
Organizing children to find
useful
outlets caused by the emotional tension
of war talk.

6. Teacher Shortage for One-Room
Schools.—NEW YORK STATE EDUCA

graduated from Pilot Training School.
Leaving Cortland in January, 1942,

TION , M arch 1943, p 412.

he spent one year at Hickam Field,
Pearl Harbor, where he worked in the
Army Intelligence Division.
He is

The problem of making rural teach
ing attractive, especially during periods
of teacher shortage.

now (February) at Douglas, Arizona.
*
*
•
GARDNER WELLS {"Tully" 1939)
and his wife, the former BARBARA
GRIEF called at the College in March.
"Tully" is in the air corps service at
Miami Beach, F lorida. He is working
in Ath letics and Recreation, as well as
the Physical Training Department.
*
*
*

CADET ANTHONY KOWALSKI
called at the College March 31st, on his
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DR. ROSS E. BOWERS:

1. "Insects and Fitamin A." CoAuthor with Dr. C. M. McCay, in
SCIENCE , S petember 27, 1940.
Included reports of research work
done with insects in the Animal Nu
trition Laboratories at Cornell Uni
versity.
The outstanding discovery was the
proven fact that cockroaches alone of
the many animals experimented with
in nutritional work can exist without
any Vitamin A whatsoever, nor do
they synthesize rhe vitamin for their
own use. This particular finding was
headlined in quite a number of news
papers at the time and later included
by SCIENCE SERVICE in its list of the
one hundred outstanding discoveries
in the world of science during the year
1940.
2. Food of Owls (with Dr. Walter A.
Thurber) , in BULLETIN OF THE U NI
VERSITY OF THE ST ATE O F NEW YORK,

March, 1941.
A study of owl pellets gathered by
Dr. Thurber in a woods near Ithaca,
N. Y.

(Alumni of our College may recog
nize the picture of the Great Horned
Owl which figured so prominently in
our work in Nature Study before that
subject had its name changed to Edu
cational
Biology,
to
Elementary
Science to General Biology.)
3. Elementary Science—Where Is It
Going ? (with Dr. Walter A. Thurber)
in

SCHOOL

SCIENCE

AND

MATHE

MATICS , O ctober 1942.

A brief history of the development
of science teaching in the elementaryschools of America, together with a
criticism of rhe present tendency away
from the study of objects and toward
a study of books and pictures.
4. The Passenger Pigeon, in B U L L E 
TIN OF THE UN IVERSITY OF THE STA TE
OF N EW YORK , March, 1944.

way to his new training center in Glenview, 111.
Cadet Kowalski entered
Cortland in September, 1940, and left

of the specimens in the collection of
birds and mammals and other inter

June, 1943, to enter the Naval Air
Corps. He was in training for seven
months at Colgate, followed by three

esting material from miscellaneous
fields, formerly the property of the
Cortland Science Club; and (b) the

months at Chapel Hill, N . C.

This article includes (a) a write-up

{Continued on next page)
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author's own observations as a hoy of
the wild pigeons in the
regions of Pennsylvania.

mountain

DR. ALICE A. PIERCE:
1. Implications for Teacher Education
in the Activities of Teachers in Graded
and in One- and Two-teacher Public
Elementary Schools of New York State
—EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION AND
SUPERVISION, May 1941, pp. 345-353.
A comparative study of the activi
ties of teachers in various types of
public elementary schools for the pur
pose of determining needed differenti
ation in teacher training.
2. Every Secondary School Teacher a
Recruiting Official—NEW YORK STATE
EDUCATION, April 1943, pp. 493-495,
557-558.
A challenge to teachers in p ublic sec
ondary schools to serve as recruiters to
the teaching profession.
DR. DONNAL V. SMITH:
1. Our Own Age. (In collaboration
with C. A. Beard and J. H. Robinson),
Boston, Ginn and Company, 1936 and
1941.
2. Social Learning, New
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1937.

York,

"This work incorporates in one vol
ume the principles and more advanced
progressive classroom practices in
teaching the social studies."
3. Live and Learn (In collaboration
with Robert Frederick) New York,
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1938.
The authors "chart the way that
intelligent teachers will go in striving
to make the school an institution that
helps hoys and girls grow in social
understanding and in the practice of
social virtues."

6. Our Culture Heritage (In collabo
ration with H. C. Garey), New York,
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1942.
Pupils work and study guide for
our culture heritage.
7. Review of the American Story of
Industrial and Labor Relations by the
New York State Joint Legislative Com
mittee on Industrial and Labor Con
ditions, Albany, 1943.
This little book is a part of an edu
cational program, intended primarily
tor high school courses of study, hut
the committee hopes that it will have
a wider reading. It gives a "brief and
adequate review of the way our indus
trial order developed."

8. History Teaching in Our Public
Schools, in NEW YORK HISTORY. J an
uary, 1944.
DR. WALTER A. THURBER:
1. Elementary Science—Where Is It
Going? (with Dr. R. E. Bowers), in
SCHOOL SCIENC E AND MATHEMATICS,
October, 1942.
A criticism of trends in Elementary
Science Education over the last fifty
years and a plea f or return to the basic
philosophies of science education.
2. A Philosophical Basis for Select
ing and Organizing Activity—Sugges
tions in Elementary Science Courses of
Study, in SCIENCE EDUCATION, Feb-,
ruary, 1943.
A philosophy for building courses of
study in elementary science, based
upon statements of leaders in the field
during the past half-century. A note
worthy finding is the expressed agree
ment of the leaders despite the wide
variety of their practices. (Abstracted
by the LAYOLA EDU CATIONAL DIGE ST).
3. Selecting and Organizing Activity

4. Community Living (In collabora
tion with C. Rockow), New York,
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1941.

—Suggestions for Elementary Science
Courses of Study, in SCHOOL SCIENCE
AND MATHEMAT ICS, April, 1943.

Pupils work and study guide for

A criticism of the practices of sylla
bus makers in selecting and organizing
the teaching suggestions which they

community living for seventh grade.
5. Our National Community (In col
laboration with C. Rockow), New
York, Charles Scribner's Sons, 1941.
Pupils work and study guide for
our national community for eighth
grade.

include for the use of teachers.
4. Magnetizing and Demagnetizing
with Alternating Currents, in SCHOOL
SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS, Decem
ber, 1943.

Suggestions

for

simple

apparatus

and demonstrations with which to
illustrate laws of electron!agnetism.
5. Pounding and Cutting Tools, COR
NELL RURAL SCHOOL LEAFLET, March
1944.
A pupils' number of the Cornell Leaf
let containing information and simple
experiments concerning some of the
common tools about our homes and
workshops.
IVALCLARE SPROW HOWLAND:
1. The Teaching of Body Mechanics,
New York, A. S. Barnes and Company,
1936.
A text-book written expressly as a
guide for teachers of physical educa
tion in presenting posture and body
mechanics in their public school pro
grams. Emphasis is placed upon the
preventive aspect of hodv defects, and
the material is organized for educa
tional rather than corrective ap
proaches.
2. The Application of Testing to
Determine the Physical Fitness of Col
lege Women, in RESEARCH QUARTERLY,
JR. H.P.E.R., May, 1936.
A study of the fluctuations in fitness
in relation to menstruation as indi
cated by strength tests.
3. The College Woman—Her War,
Strains, Peace a nd Physical Fitness, in
EDUCATION, April, 1940.
A discussion of the challenge to
which the college woman is subjected
in meeting the strains of war and ad
justment to college life, and her intelli
gent handling of these problems.
4. Practice in Body Mechanical Bal
ance Promotes Physical Fitness, in ED
UCATION, December, 1940.
I his article treats of courses in
Body Mechanics as a part of the regu
lar physical education program for
college women in which emphasis is
placed upon physical fitness
for all
types of physical conditions.
5. Body
Mechanics: Experiencing
Physical F itness, in THE PHYSI CAL ED 
UCATOR—Phi
1942.

Epsilon

Kappa, June.

A discussion of the needs for good
body alignment in becoming physically
fit, and ways through which this may
be achieved.
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Class Notes

M

1871

RS. MI LTON J. COVENTRY (.Francelia
.1. Hull) is one of our oldest liv ing alumni.
She was ninety-two years old in 1943.
Mrs.
Coventry lives a t +19 Eas t Jackson Street, Pitts 
burg, Kansas.

1874

MRS. IRVING PR IC E (Ella \1. Springer)
believes that she may possibly be the oldest liv
ing a lumnus, being ninety-two years of age.
She writes concerning her class. "T here were
nineteen members in the class with Dr. S. J.
Sornberger (Dr. Erank Sornberger's father)
president. I do not recall the names of the other
officers. There were four boys and fifteen girls.
It has been reported to me that one of t he four
boys, Frank Parsons, became a minister and
had a charge somewhere in Br oome County.
Arthur Brown was an M.D. in Auburn N. Y.,

as was also one of the girls, Jessie Turner, M.D.,
somewhere in the western part of the stat e. I
do not know regarding the other boy Frank
Squires or "M arathon Frank" as they used to
call him since he was from M arathon and we
here in Cortland already had a Frank Squires.
As to the girls, I can only tell of Edie Ainsley
who became Mrs. Edward II. Brewer, the mother
of Mrs. R. P. Higgins.
I t hink that perhaps I am the only member of
the class of ' 74 remaining."

1880
Since 1880 E F F IE A DE IXE AI.I.EN has
made her home in Cortland where she has been
active, especially in li terary circles. For a num
ber of years she spent much of her time in travel
going three times to the Pacific coast, Alaska and
Mexico. She made three trips abroad visiting
all but two countries in Europe, and spending
considerable time in Egypt, Palestine, Syria
and Turk ey. She saw the Passion Play at OberAmmergau.

'Way Back When
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CLASS NEWS
IT BREAKS OUR HEARTS

(PRICE. ICT .

Our class-room was very subject to a
draught, in Physical.
The class have the full benefit of Mr.
Roberts' 3.50 lectures, free.
Thursday forenoon our new teachers
came in t o get the run of things.
We have had, a s yet, but one examin
ation, History, Physical being postponed
till this P. M.
Of hen fruit the editor received, on an
average, twen ty eggs a day from thirty
bens, last week.
Wednesday afternoon and Thursdayforenoon we bid adieu to our te achers, and
gave them up to the tender m ercy of the
Primary Department.
Visitors the Pa st Week.
MONDAY

"Spring is coming, spring is coming,
Don't you hear it in the breeze,"
Every teacher has his notions,
Every draught will make us sneeze

Physical Geography, Misses Place and
Edwards.
W HDNESDAY.

But when e'er the tide is turned
And the pupils take the notions.
Then it is the draught is needed.
And the tales are told by motions.

Arithmetic, a Stud ent.
Algeb ra. Miss Port.

A change is coming, a change is coming.
Bringing grief to every heart,
When examinations arc over
Teachers and pupils their lives must part.
(Written for the Record by Jennie I'opover.)

The N. D . C. Prize Declamation Contest.
Than ks to th e N. D. C., the reporter
had a reserved seat.
The whole Grade, with the exception of
almost L2 the boys, were there.
Mr. Miller received first, and ex-t eacher
Hammond second prize, an d Mr. S nyder
honorary mention.

THE LOST MUSTACHE.
Where, O where has the mustache gone?
Where, O where can it be?
Distributed among the 10th Grade;
Every hair of it, you see.
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1883
We are happy to receive a lette r from MARY
LOUISE FA IRCHILD. " I am not sure of
having anything of spe cial interest t o tell others
regarding my life a s a teacher—forty-one years,
to be exact—from first grade to twen ty years of
English in the local high school.
There are always incidents to relate of schoollife among little people. I never failed to see
the funny side of every situatio n, sometimes
more than I cared to admit. Such situations
are better in tell ing, but not on paper.
As I have said, my last twenty years were
spent in teaching English in the high school at
Cortland. Twenty years of sunshine and shadow
which every teacher knows. They have been
quite eclipsed by th e sunlig ht, until no w, after
the lapse of years, they seem to have been the
happiest in my life.
A course of English Literature under Chan
cellor C. N. Sims of Syracuse University, supple
menting that which I had received from Miss
Hendrick of the Cortland Normal was really
what sent me on my way toward high school,
which, at that time, was farthest from my
thoughts. H ad 1 gone to the university I should
have had to take much work that I did not care
for, but, greatest of all, would have been giving
up my present teaching. So Chancellor Sims
said he would be my teacher. I feel that it was
a wise plan, for I l earned much from his broad
experience that was v ery helpful in many ways.
All of the forty-one years were taught in Co rt
land except the first year in C azenovia and four
in S aratoga Springs.
In 1884 Pomeroy Street School was op ened,
and Superintendent Place wanted me to be one
of the faculty, composed of Mina Bishop, F lor
ence Bennett afterwards the wife of Dr. C ordo,
the pastor of the First Baptist Church of Cort
land, Mrs. M. A. Rice and myself. The family
held out such inducements that I co uld not re
sist them, and I, therefore, did no t accept the
position of preceptress offered me in Cazenovia,
bu t, instead, returned to Cortl and.
Next I was transferred to the high school
building where I soon entered what is now the
Junior High, doing departm ental work in Eng
lish. From here, at the earn est solicitation of
Superintendent F. E. Smith, I entered the high
school proper as teacher of English where 1 re 
mained until resigning.
Such, in a nut shell, is my experience as a
teacher. The long summer vacations were a
fine ti me for seeing places, and I m ade good use
of them. California and places enrout e; Florida,
where 1 went down one side and up the other so
that I did not miss anything (this trip was taken
in winter bv auto); the St . Lawrence and its
wonderful shores; a cruise of the Great Lakes,
etc., etc.; and last, my trips to Europe where
the high lights of t welve countries were visited.
They all contributed their share to a very busy
life. Not a moment was wasted, 1 a ssure you.
It seems like a dream now. I en joyed every
thing, and was happy in doing my work, but
I n ever wan ted to go back—it was finished and
that was all there was to it.

1885
VILLA FAULK ER PAGE, lecturer, t eacher,
and author is the Founder and Director of the
Metaphysical School of Healt h with studios at
124 East 40th Street, New York City. She is
also the founder, leader, and speaker of the Fel
lowship of Life Abundant whose Sunday Ser-
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vices are held in the French Room of the Hotel
Park Central.

1886
SARAH VOO RHUS CHOLLA R looks back
with pleasure to her y ears at Cortland Normal
School under such teachers as Dr. Hoose, Dr.
Stowell, Dr. David Eugene Smith, and Miss
Hendricks. She received her A.M. from th e
University of Michiga n, and her M. A. from
Columbia University; she did graduate work at
New York and Harvard Universities.
She
taught in Homer Union School, in Potsdam
Normal School under D r. Stowell, and in a co m
mercial high school in New York City, after
which she went to teach at Johnson City in order
to he nearer to two sisters who were in feeble
health.
Miss Chollar writes "During these years of
school I sp ent one summer in Alaska and the
lake district of southern Canada, and made three
trips to Europe. T he first wa s a musical and art
to ur under the supervision of the Musical De
partment of the University of Michigan. It in
cluded the Wagner Festival o f Bayreuth, opera
and church music in most of the cities of central
Europe, and a wonderful all-day carriage drive
thr ough Brenner Pass; the second, three years
after World War I, included in France , the Pyre
nees, the Chateau x district a nd the battlefront,
all of England, S cotland and Wales; the third,
just before World War II, included the south of
England to Lands End where I c ould wave my
greetings back to the United States.
From
there I went up to the coast of Norway, to the
North Ca pe over to Sweden, the islands of the
Baltic, and then Denmark. Not only do these
experiences o f l ife make it rich, but the stu rdy
ancestry on both the Chollar and the Voorhiis
sides help t o give m e a keen perception. Before
the days of railroads when my father reached
Syracuse from Albany too late f or t he Saturday
afternoon stage to Homer, he walked all th e way
through the deep April mud and reached home
at five in the morning. John Voorhiis lived
to be 102 a nd would stand erect at his d esk for
minutes at a time that he might never "get bent
over like an old man." Aunt Matilda made the
Ch ristmas plum pudding every year. On her
100th birthday she felt she had done it long
enough, but would like to go up in an airplane
if Lindberg would take her. With such sturdy
ancestry and such educational privileges I should
be ready to do my bit in t he world with joy and
graditude."

1888
MRS HE LEN PLACE MO SER, upon her
graduation from Cortland Normal School, he ld
positions as Supervisor of Public School Music
in Gloversville a nd Auburn, New Yo rk; River
side, California; Indianapolis, Indiana; and
Baltimore, Maryland. She also taught as Assis
ta nt in the Music Depa rtment of Teachers Col
lege, and in the Horace Mann School, New York
City. After her marriage in 1907 she lived for
ten years in Arabia, Ceylon, Manchuria, and
India. Returning to America in 1919, she has
lived for the most part in Cortland, New York.

1892
LOUIS E. EDGECO MB, '91 and '92, and
his wife Harriet Empson Edgecomb, '03, have
made a name for themselves at the Cortland
Business Institute. Before purchasing the In
stitute in 1902 Mr. Edgeco mb taught in the
public schools as well as in business schools in

Maine and Connecticut. H e is now h
t e principal
of the Institute, and Mrs. Edgecomb has charge
of the stenotyp e department. The slogan of the
school is "Learn to Earn," and many have done
so during the last forty-one years. T he very
high standard set by the Institute has resulted
in the placing of its gr aduates in outstanding
business and government positions.
*
*
*

University. H e was Master at the Lawrence
ville School, New Jersey, 1900-04; and has taugh
at Columbia and New York Universities an;
New York City high schools. He has lectured a;
the College of t he City of New York, and from
1908 to 1916 was the lecturer for the Bureau oi
Public Lectures, New York. In 1905 he married
Miss Edith Hull, and they have two sons.

MRS. GEORG E A. MANWARREN {Emma
Hunt) is looking forward to Alumni Day in June,
hoping to be able to attend . She writes, "After
graduation I t aught two years in Windsor High
School, Windsor, N. Y., and eleven years at
Deposit, N. Y. In 1 906 1 married Fred Church,
a banker in A fton, N. Y., and in 1920 he passed
away. In 1922 I became the wife of George A.
Manwarren, postmaster in Windsor. In 1923
we came to Florida on account of my husband's
health, anil in 1925 came here permanently, lo
cating in Clearwater. Here I was active in civic
and social affairs, having served two years as
President of the Women's Club and several as an
officer in the County Federation of Women's
Clubs. In 1928 we moved to St. Petersbur g
where I opened the first Antique Shop in the
cit y, which w as conducted for ten years. I h ave
been a widow for nine years, and am now re
tired, b ut my love for an tiques will always live.
In 1928 the first air-mail service out of St.
Petersburg was inaugurated, and in that first
air mail I se nt a t iny History of the Bible, which
was 1 x /\" x
to Mr. Henry Ford to be p laced
in the Museum in Deerfield, Mich. T he little
book was published in 1 812. I received a gr a
cious letter of thanks from Mr. Ford. I omitted
t o ment ion that the tiny Bible History was pre
sented by my great grandfather to my aunt
when she was a child. I am pleased to have it in
such an historical home."

After graduating a t the head of his class ai
Cortland Normal, WILLIAM E. DOUGHTY
taught for two years in the public schools. Hi
married Evaline Morgan of Cortland , a member
of the same class at Normal. He received hu
A.B. and D.D. from Syracuse University. En
tering the ministry of the M ethodist Church!
he served as pastor for ten years. Thereafter,
Dr. Doughty was connected with national and
international educational, philanthropic an;
missionary movements
requiring
constant
travel. He was one of the founders of Near East
Relief which saved a million people from starva
tion, and shelte red and trained 132,000 orphan
children. H e helped to raise and administt-i
£135,000,000. He was one of the six executive!
chosen to carry on the work of the Near FasFoundation, the successor of Near East Relief
which specializes in rural education, health
recreation, and community welfare in sever,
countries. At present he is N ational Counsela
of the Foundation. H e has visited thirty-sii
countries, been fourteen times around th e Med
iterranean, and in ev ery st ate in the union. Dr
Doughty was knighted by King George of Greect
for work among Greek orphans and refugees,
and made Grand Comm ander of the Royal O r
der of thePhoenix. He has written several wide
ly circulated pamphlets, and thre e books on re
ligious and missionary subjects.

*

*

*

DR. H ERMA N R. RY D ER , a graduate
of Cornell University as well as Cortland Nor
mal, for some time held a very responsible posi
tion with the Borden Company. He is now
living in Manlius, New Yrok.

1893
LENA R. CONABLE, a native of Cortland,
having retired from teaching in 1937, is now
living in the old fa mily residence east of the Port
Watso n Street Bridge. Miss Conable taught
for three years in He rkimer N. Y., and Summit,
N. J. , afte r which she returned to Cortland and
became an esteemed teacher in the public schools
for forty years, the last sevente en as principal in
the Cent ral School Gr ades and t he Randal l
School. Miss Conable has many community
interests. She is active in the First Methodist
Chur ch; the Fortnig htly Club ; Tioughnioga
Chapte r, D.A. R.; Cortland County Historical
Society; King's Daughters; and the Magna
Charta Dames. Her hobby is geneology.

1896
DR. A. FRA NK LIN ROSS is Chairman of th e
Social Science Department in Stuyvesant High
School, New York City.
"Th e staff of the de
partment has twen ty members. Last June the
classes in American History received a prize as
the result of attaining the highest average in the
Regents examinations of the two hundred or
more public and private high schools within the
confines of New York Cit y."
Dr. Ross received his A.B. and M.A. from
Brown University and his Ph.D. from New York

1897

1899
MRS. LILLIAN BAR NES {Lillian F. I.ei
taught hut a short tim e before marrying Mr
E. Willard Barnes, Editor of the IVellsville Daih
Reporter. Since Mr. Barnes' death in 1925, Mrs
Barnes has carried on with the daily newspaper,
with her son, E. Willard Jr ., taking up the wori
with her, and now for her. She is a memb er oi
the Board of Education and Chairman of her
ch apter of the American Red Cross, th e latte
becoming a full time job'as the war progresses

1900
A. WESLEY ARM ITAGE, District Super
inte ndent, Cortland County, sends in the follow
ing: "Hearing from some former pupils is ont
of the most interesting things in a t eacher's lift
Some of those pupils show such an interest ir
their work th at one cannot forget them. In nr.
one and only rural school t here were thirty-foia
pupils, all eight grades, salary of £6.00 per week
and I worked for the truste e for my room an
board. At a Masonic meeting recently the speak
er referred by name to the Grand Master c
Free and Accepted Masons of the State of Nt*
York. T he nam e was the same as that of one a
my former pupils. I wrote the Gran d Mastei
and, sure enough it was o ne of those boys wh
had tried and passed the regents examination:
at Waterloo. I t was William F. Strang to whoa
I wrote and a portion of whose answer I quote
T am the same chap who sat at your feet at Di>
trict School No. 6, T yre and Junius, so man
years ago. Both my sister Florence and I havi
often spoken and thought of you, but I neve
knew exactly what direction your career as
educator to ok. I am glad to note that you an
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District Sup erintendent of Schools in Cortland
County.'
*

*

*

With the exception of on e year, WILLIAM
M. HALLORAN has been teaching since his
graduation from Cortland Normal School—two
years at Harford, N. Y. and the remaining time
on St aten Island and in the New York City
System. In 1927 he organized the Port Rich
mond High Schoo l, and since that tim e has been
serving as principal. Mr. Halloran writes;"My
present school is only a few blocks from the ele
mentary s chool where I did my first teaching.
Now ma ny of my high schoo l students inform
me th at I taught their mothers and fathers.
1 am sure th e students are convinced that I a m
a very close rela tive of M ethuselah." Mr. Hal
loran received his B.S. and M.A. from New York
University, a nd five different teaching licenses
from New York City.
*

*

*

After graduating
from Cortland Normal
MARY K IR BY returned to Japa n and married
Mr. Nak amura. She has one daughter , Ter iko,
who came to this country for her college educa
tion. She graduated from Wellesley and later
took graduate work at the University of Chicago.
MARY KIRBY taught afte r her return to Japa n
and later was the head o f a private school there.
*

•

*

CHARLES FRA NC IS McEVOY taught
six years in grammar school and high school,
and two years in college. While teaching in
Brooklyn he at tended college in the afternoon
and evenings, th us earning his degree of LL.D.
Rev. M cEvoy was ordained in 1913; Superin
tendent of Catholic Schools of the Diocese of
Syracuse 1915-1 924; Chancellor of the Diocese
1924-1939. Concurrently, h e was pastor of St.
John the Baptist Church in Syracuse 1925-1935;
and since th en pastor of t he Church of S t. An
thony of Padua, Syracuse, N. Y.

1901
A year in the Library School of Pratt Institutewas followed for FRANK PLAC E by work in
various libraries, accompanied by study at NewYork University. Since 1905 he has been work
ing at the library of the New York Academy of
Medicine. This work was the occasion of the
publication of a number of articles on library
work in professional magazines. During this
period, wit h Dr. Robert L. Dickinson and the
late Raymon d H. Torrey, he published the NewYork Walk Book relating to the territory within
150 miles of New York City, which has appeared
in four editions , a nd, though now out of print,
is still referred to a s "The Hikers Bible."
*

*

*

GEORGE H. VAN TUY L, temporarily in
Florida, writes " I shall never cease to be grateful
for the splendid opportu nity afforded me of at
tending the Cortland Stare Normal School. Its
fine body of students and its splendid faculty
were, a nd are, a credit to the Empire St ate.
Since gradu ating, w ith the exception of a brief
period of six months, and until October 1 , 19 42
I have been continuously engaged in teaching.
Until 1906, I taught in public and private
schools. In 1906 I went to New York City to
teach in a private commercial school, where I
continued for two years. In 1908 I was ap
pointed to a position in t he elementary schools of
New York City, and again i n 19 10, t o a position
in t he High School of Commerce of that city.
I continued in t he high schools until my retire
ment October 1 , 1942."
Mr. Van Tuyl has

written several t exts on the subject of Business
Arithmetic.
*

*

*

GL EN N W. WOODIN received his A.B.
from Brown University in 1905 and was admitred to the New York Bar in 1909. He taught
history from 1907 to 1909 a t Fredonia Normal
School. Since 1909 he has engaged in general
law practice at Dunkirk, N . Y. H e was Mayor
of D unkirk 1922-1923, District Attorney, Chau
tauqua County , 1923-1934; and is now VicePresident o f the Dunkirk Trust Company. In
1911 Mr. Woodin married Elizabeth G. Graves,
a graduate of Fredonia Normal School. Their
children are Captain William G. Woodin, U. S.
Army; Lt. (j. g.) Byron R. Woodin, U.S.N.R.;
Cynthia W. Lytle whose husb and is Theodore L.
Lytle, now a Lt. (j. g.) U.S.N. R. and Jane W oodin, sophomore at University of Rochester.
*

*

*

W ILLIA M W. WRIG HT, Jr., succeeded Mr.
Francis R. Shingle as Principal of the Syracuse
Cit y Normal School.

1902
In his characteristic way, CHA RLES H.
HU NT LY writes, "On the rare occasions when
I h ave been a sked for som ething autobiographic
I have sheered away from it for the very good
reason that there was so little to tell. But for a
new magazine for Cortland College —oh, well,
all right.
Very shortly after leaving Cortland, I talked
mat ters over with Teaching.
W e agreed—
Teaching quite readily, I th ink— that I wasn't
exactly adapted to pedagogical work. So I di d
what i really w anted to do—took up newspa per
work. I ye arned for journalism more than jour
nalism yearned for me, but after a little prelim
inary experimentation on other sheets, I induced
th e Schenectady Ga zette to take a chance.
I s tayed there fourteen years, b ecoming asso
ciate editor. I married. T ha d two children.
Came—in the phrase of the old silent movies—
the war. I went. No, no; not in an y heroic
capa city. I went as a Y.M.C.A. secretar y; on
the same boat, as a matter of fact with HAR R Y
JENN ISON, '99. W hile in France I w as trans
ferred to the service of the Masonic Overseas
Commission, during which I founded a sideorde r of overseas Masons.
T he war over, I came back, without glory,
without medals, without much of anything ex
cept the memory of something that I wouldn't
have missed having b een in. Back to the news
paper business, on the Rochester Herald: b riefly
with the Albany Knickerbocker Press; then to
publicity work for General Flecrric, being suc
cessively a member of its News Bureau, editor
of the G-E Monogram, textu al critic of its adver
tising and other published matter, and then a
radio broadcaster. Perhaps some of you may
have heard me as "Mr. Old Citizen" of the "Y ou r
Home Town" program of Station WGY.
T he educational obligation I passed o n to the
next generation.
My son, Charles William
Hunt ley, Ph.D., is professor of psychology and
dean of Adelbert College, the men's liberal a rts
college of Western Reserve University, Cleve
land. You'll find a sketch of him in the next
"W ho's Who in America ." My daughter, Eliz
abeth Darling Huntley, taught for two years at
St. Mary's School, Peekskill, after finishing col
lege, then became "Betty Lennox" of Station
WGY, conduc ting a household chats program.

She's now with the J. Walter Thompson adver
tising a gency, New York.
So th e family rallied to my su pport and took
up the work that Teaching and I had agreed that
I, personally, was not adapted to. And I've
been trying to get back into Teaching's good
graces, myself, in a small way. Since I 've been
with General Electric I've done quite a little
teach ing in classes conducted by the compan y,
such as English, letter writing, and public speak
ing ; and the queer thing is that I actually en
joyed it. Incidentally, I even wrote several
home-made text books for our own use.
1 have the distinction of being treasurer of the
local group of Cort land alumnae.
Yes, I mean
alumnae. You see, at the last meeting I was the
only alumnus present—one alumnus to seven
tee n alum nae on that particular occasion. They
were delightful, good-looking girls a real credit
to the school; but I w as a trifle embarrassed.
So rry this sketch fairly bristles with I's; hut
that 's something necessarily inherent in any
thing autobiographical, isn't it?
In all the years since I left Cortland I have
never lost my love for it, though I have revisited
it very seldom; nor have I ever forgotten the
principles instilled by that group of grand men
and women wh o made up its faculty in those
distant days.
Cortland! As Daniel Webster once said of
another institution, ' It is, sir, a small college,
but there are those who love i t.'
Yes, and are proud of i t. "
*

*

*

EARL B. ROBINSON, Supervising Principal
of t he Islip High S chool, has completed twentyone years in his present position, and has recent
ly signed anot her long-term contract. His older
son is a minister in a Baptist Church in Troy,
N. Y. , and his younger son is with the armed
forces.

1903

ED ITH CH AT TE RT ON of Black Mountain,
North Carolina, is g reatly enjoying her "home,
gardens, Women's Club, war work and a beauti
ful cou ntry to see all the year around. In June
1941 I retired from teaching and ca me down here
to live—just seventeen miles from Asheville,
N. C. I had taught the last fifteen years in th e
Normal School at Fredonia, N. Y., now a Teach
ers College, like all the rest. I live d th rough the
hard battles to win that recognition, and now
rejoice in the victory."
*

*

*

ED GAR F. DO WN, Superintendent of
schools, Ferndale, Michigan, has conti nued in
school work "s ince 1903 without a single inter
ruption." He says "T he nice part of it is t hat
the lon ger I cont inue the greater the value I
place on teaching. I l ook hack with a great ad
miration to Dr. Cheney, Professors Banta, Cor
nish and Booth, Miss Hendricks, Miss Booth
and Miss Alger she was a great teacher and
many others. Now that I name them they seem
to appear before me in the classroom as they
were in 1899 a nd 1902.

1905
SARAH E. HYD E, R.N. sends in a very in
teresting folder of Co balt Lodge, a convalescent
home at Cobalt, .Connecticut. Most tempting
are the description s of "b road verandahs, and
large shady lawns—a cool, restful place in s um
mer; sunny rooms, cheerful fireplaces, attractive
views—to while away the winter days."
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From

MARGARET

E.

McCULLOUGH

comes a note, "After graduation I taught at
Roslyn, L. I., for three years and expected to
teach in Greater New York the following year,
but because I was needed at home on account of
illness in the family I gave up teaching. Several
years later when I was again able to leave home
1 took a clerical position with a manufacturing
company, and from there I went to Washington,
1). C., where I s pent more than twenty years as
a Civil Service Employee in the Government
Bureau which is now the Veterans Administra
tion. In 1939 I retired." Miss McCulIough now
lives in Newark, New York.

1908
Since her graduation from Cortland Normal
School EVA Z. TOPPING has been connected
with the public schools of Gloversville, N. Y.,
first as a teacher and then as an elementary prin
cipal. In 1937 she obtained her B.S. in Educa
tion from New York University. She is a mem
ber of Rho Chapter, Pi Lambda Theta, an honor
ary society of N. Y. U.

1910
MRS. WELLS CHESTER PECK {Marie K.
Palmer) writes from Cedar Rapids, Iowa: "Upon
completion of three years at Wellesley and one
at Cornell University, I taught for two months
at New Rochelle-forty-five minutes from Broad
way—but in November, 1914, I married Mr.
Peck, a young lawyer, and came to live in the
wonderful 'Middle West.' After his death in
1936, I found myself anxious to he busy. I did
supply teaching in my mathematics field which
Professor Cornish had started me in. Quire un
expectedly I was drafted to carry on the work of
the Linn County Chapter of the American Red
Cross. I knew absolutely nothing about being
an executive secretary, but am still learning.
Common sense and a sense of humor, together
with faith in people, have carried me along. If
I were to brag—I'd mention that this chapter
was the first in the State to have a Nurse Aide
Corps. My volunteers, which numbers literally
in the thousands, do 120,000 surgical dressings
a month.
Our only daughter who took three years at
Iowa State College at Ames, Iowa, in textile
chemistry finishes
at our local College-Coe- in
March, and is to be married to an electrical en
gineer from Ames, who is a lieutenant in the
Signal Corps.
My brother, DR. LAWRENCE PALMER
of Cornell University, and I manage to see each
other about once a year. 1 continue to be just
Lawrence Palmer's sister. When I was intro
duced to a National Camp Fire meeting in Oma
ha, Nebraska, some five years ago, believe it or
not, I was introduced as just that—Lawrence
Palmer's sister. So the next year when I ap
peared on a similiar program, 1 hoped to get
even farther from home—Dallas, Texas, but
it was no use. I was still Lawrence Palmer's sis
ter. So I have no entity of my own, but am con
tent with the same classification I used to have
with the Gamma Sigs at Cortland Normal."
*

*

*

Professor CHARLES A. TAYLOR, after
graduating from Cornell University, taught
sciences and vocational agriculture, served as
County Agricultural Agent for five and a half
years, and was Assistant County Agent Leader
for New York State for eight years.

"Since 1929, except for a brief period of em
ployment by the United States Department of
Agriculture, he has served on the staff of the
College of Agriculture with general administra
tive responsibilities which include short courses
and all special schools and visiting groups at the
College of Agriculture. Professor Taylor also
has had administrative charge of extension radio
programs for the College of Agriculture on the
university's station, and about thirty other sta
tions in New York State.
Active in the various milk-marketing projects
in this state for several years, Professor Taylor
has served as secretary of the several committees
charged with the study of milk markets in the
Metropolitan area. At various times he has
served as secretary, treasurer, and vice-president
of the New York State Association of Teachers
of Agriculture in secondary schools; as the first
president of the New York State Association of
County Agricultural Agents; and as Chief of the
New York State chapter of Epsilon Sigma Phi,
national honorary extension fraternity.
He has served as Editor of the Speed Demon,
the Herkimer County Farm Bureau News, and
the New York State Extension Sendee News,
and numerous house organs and other projects.
Articles of his writing have appeared widely in
the newspapers and farm magazines of the East."

1911
FRANCIS KANE (Frank to his friends)
writes that he has made contacts with the Vet
erans Administration and the State Teachers
Colleges in New Jersey to train the disabled
veterans of this war. Three men are already
taking the regular teaching course. He con
tinues, "I expect there will be many of the boys
who will choose this line of work and the State
Department in New Jersey is taking a keen in
terest in it."

1912
MRS. CARL A. WINCHELL (Eileen Maker)
has had a rich and varied experience since her
graduation from Cortland Normal. She taught
one year in Elmsford, N. Y., and three years in
Cortland. In 1916 she was married to Mr. Winchell and they have had three children, two of
whom are living. Their daughter Charlotte,
graduated from Wellesley in 1938, while "B. C.
Jr." is in Junior High School. Mrs. Winchell
was president of the 20th Century Club of Cort
land, 1926-1928, and one time president of the
American Legion Auxiliary. She has served on
the Red Cross and Day Nursery boards, and on
the Adult Education Board during W.P.A. days.
For over two years she was the Women's Com
mentator for Radio Station WHCU (Cornell
University Station.) She has often delighted
Cortland audiences with her book reviews, and
is in great demand as a speaker. Mrs. Winchell
for some time has been actively interested in the
Parent-Teachers Association here in Cortland,
and at present is the State Chairman of AudioVisual Education of the New York State ParentTeachers Association.

1913
MRS. HUBERT E. COLLINS {Mildred
Morse), a graduate of the Syracuse University
Library Course in 1910 and Cortland Normal
in 1913, taught one year at Freeport before ac
cepting the position of librarian at Cortland
Normal where she remained until 1917.
She
then taught for two years at Pelham, N. Y.
after which she became Assistant Librarian at

the Flower Memorial Library, Watertown, N. Y.
a position held until 1924. In 1923 she married
Hubert E. Collins and they have two childrenJanet Louise age 16, and John Morse, 14. For
the past three years Mrs. Collins has been a sub
stitute at the Flower Memorial Library, and at
present is substituting as librarian at the Watertown High School.

1914
MRS. MABELLE L. RODGERS has for
some time been the very efficient District Sup
erintendent of the 4th District, Cayuga County,
New York.

1915

FLORENCE A. TODD was married in Itha
ca, N. Y., on July 23, 1942, to Dr. Harold C.
Hallock. She had been a secretary in the De
partment of Vegetable Crops at Cornell Univer
sity for a number of years. Mr. Hallock received
his Ph.D. from Cornell in 1937. He is employed]
by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau!
of Entomology and Plant Quarantine. They
are living at 1432 Sixth Avenue East, Twin Falls.
Idaho.
*

*

*

DR. HAROLD B. ALLEN, graduate of the
Agricultural Course at Cortand Normal, re
ceived his B.S. and M.S. degrees from Rutgers
University, which institution in 1937 conferred
upon him an honorary Lit. D. for achievements
in rural education on a foreign field.
After leav
ing Cortland Dr. Allen was instructor in the Vo
cational Agricultural Department of Westfieid,
High School, Westfieid, N. Y., and the Supervi
sor of Agriculture, Middle-town Township and
agricultural instructor at Leonardo, New Jersey.
Concerning his work as assistant in Agricultural
Education at Rutgers, 1922-'26, he writes,
"The State supervision of vocational agricultural
schools in New Jersey is combined with the
teacher training courses at Rutgers LJniversity;
therefore, .my work was highly diversified and
included the operation of a department of prac
tice teaching as well as organizing and supervis
ing vocational departments throughout the
State."
In 1926 Dr. Allen was granted two years leave
of absence from Rutgers to serve as Educational
Director for the Caucasus area of Near East
Relief. "This position involved the reorganiza
tion and administration of a school system for
over 5,000 orphans. This system included Kind
ergarten, Elementary School, Agricultural Sec
ondary School, Industrial Secondary School,
Home-making Secondary School, Normal Train
ing School, School for Nursing, Recreational
Department, School and Orphanage Farm of
several thousand acres.
Dr. Allen's leave was extended an additional
year in order that he might serve as Inter-area
Director of Education for Near East Relief, and
to organize an experiment of rural education in
Macedonia, Greece. In 1929, he resigned from
Rutgers University to accept an offer of the new
ly chartered Near East Foundation to serve as
Inter-area Director of Education for this organ
ization through the Near East. From 1930 on he
organized and supervised rural educational pro
grams in Greece, Albania, Bulgaria, Syria, Pal
estine, 1 u rkey and Cyprus. 1 hese programs
were developed as demonstrations in cooperation
with the government concerned, with a view to
their ultimate assimilation by these governments.
In addition to these programs, numerous special

studies and i nvestigations have been undertak
en. For example, in June 1935, the educational
and agricultural extension problems of Cyprus
were studied at the request of the British Colon
ial Office; in 1936 a demonstration of rural educa
tion and exten sion for tw enty villages of Cyprus
was planned in conn ection with the British Gov
ernment; in 1937 a survey was made, w ith rec
ommendations re lative to rural and element ary
education for the government of Syria; and in
1939, as a m ember o f t he Phelps-Stokes Com
mittee, he mad e a study of Indian Administra
tion on the Navajo Reservation.
In June 1932, Dr. Allen was decorated by the
Greek go vernment with the Gold Cross of th e
Order of t he Phoenix.
From 1939-1943 he was president of the Na
tional Farm School, Doylestown, Pa. In May
1943 he we nt to Iran at the invitation of the
Iranian Gov ernment to make a survey relative
to rural education. In February of this year h e
went to Cairo o n a s pecial mission.

1916
B FAT RICE P. HARTSHORN, Assistant
Professor of Ph ysical Education, is ch airman of
the Dep artment of Physical Education at Wo
men's College, N ewark, Delaware. He r depart
ment is " carrying a war-time load under an
accelerated pr ogram. Our service courses have
been e xtended to include juniors and seniors,
and we are continuing our professional courses for
teachers."
•

*

*

MRS. HOWARD R. W ARD ( Vivian Geweye)
taught but one year, and then in 1917 married
Mr. Ward. They moved to Hom er, New York,
where Mr. Ward became president of the David
Harum Canning Company.
They have an
adopted son, and a daughter. Mrs. Ward is a
member of the 20th Century Club and the D.A.R.; is very acti ve as a Volunteer Nurse's Aide;
and is vice-presi dent both of the David Haru m
Canning Company and of ou r Alumni Associa
tion.

1917

MARY M. H EFFER NAN becam e a pioneer
in physical ed ucation following the passage of
the first compulsory physical education law in
New York St ate in 1916. Studying a t Cornell
and Harvard Universities during summer ses
sions, she was granted temporary licenses to
teach physical educ ation. In 1932 s he received
her U.S. degr ee in Education from New York
University, and two years later her M.S. in Edu
cation from Syraucse University with a major
in per sonnel and de ans of women courses. Miss
Heffernan was supe rvisor of physical education,
Third Supervisory District, Cortland County,
1917-1920; superv isor of physical education ele
mentary schools Greensburg, Pa. 1920-1921;
State Supervisor Health and Physical Education,
Department of Public Instruction, Harrisburg,
Pa. 1921 -1931; t eacher, Cortland St ate Normal
School, Cor tland, N. Y. 1934-1935; Dormitory
Director, Un iversity of Maine, Orono, Maine,
1935-1936; and since then has been instructor
and supervisor Department Health Education,
State Teachers College, Slippery Rock, Pa. She
has also taught in s ummer sessions at Syracuse
University, Univ ersity of Pittsburgh, and Slip
pery Ro ck State Teachers College. Miss I letternan was a member of the Whitehouse Confer
ence on Child Health and Protection; a t present
is a member of the state committ ee on Re
search of the Pennsylvania State Association for
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Health, Physical E ducation and Recreation, and
for the past two years has served on the stat e
committee for th e revision of the secondary
course of study in Health Instructio n. She is
a me mber of Pi Lamba T heta.

eral Course I have a keener interest than ever.
I was out of the teaching profession myself about
four years while the girls were babies (M artha
is a sophomore at Alfred University, taking In
dustrial Ceramic Design,) and for the past six
teen years have tau ght here a t Sherburne. For
the last eight of those years I have been Grade
Supervisor."

*

*

*

DR . A LICE A. PIERCE , Professor of Edu
cation at the Cortland St ate Teachers College,
received her B.S. from Syracuse University,
and her M.A. and Ph.D. from Cornell Universi
ty. She taught in the public schools of Owego,
N. Y. 1 917-1919, and was a critic teacher at the
Brockport Normal School 1919-1923.
Since
1923 she has been on the staff of h
t e College here.
At present her work consists largely of off-campus supervision and teaching in the department
of education. She is a member of Pi Lamda
The ta and Delta Kappa Gamma. Some of Dr.
Pierce's publications are found on page 20.
*
*
*
MRS. ROY K. FREN CH (Pearl M. Stratton)
recalls with real pleasure her y ears a t Cortland
Normal, including such experiences as attending
the Silver Bay Conference as a de'egate from
the Studen ts Christian Unien, and her Alpha
Delta associations.
She taught in New York St ate at Ilion, I irt le
Falls, Fr ankfort, Smirhboro and Vernon. In
1918 she married Roy K. French, a veteran of
World War I. For a number of years Mr. French
was co nnected with the State Depa rtment of
Correction, and is now Superintendent of Indus
tries in the Atti ca St ate Prison. "While I have
not taught since 1933, 1 have kept busy with
home duties; Church work; Red Cross work, be
ing secretary of o ur local chapt er; and fraternal
work of the Order of the Easte rn Star, White
Shrine and th e Order of the Amaranth. In 1936'37 the Grand Court of the Order of the Amar
anth, State of New York honored me with its
highest office as Grand Royal Matron. "

1918

1919
A lett er from MRS. GEOR GE J. SC HO TTLER (Murilla P.. Hultz) savs, "Everything about
th e campus is so different from the days of 1918'19, it is hard for me to realize t he new 'set-up'
is m y Alma M ater, and I expect othe r old grads
feel the same.
As for myself-well, the years have seemed full
and interesting to me, b ut as an autobiography
it couldn't be classed as exciting reading.
Mv husband is the Pate nt Attorney for the
General Cable Co rporation in New York, and
we have rwo lively sons, Richard 10, and Paul 7.
So the days fly by, caring for the family, help
ing at the Red Cross and hospital, church work
and all the hundred and one things you do when
you are interested in a co mmunity and its af
fairs."
*

*

MRS. FLOYD H. MINER (Martha Eliza
beth Miller) writes, "living as near Cortland as
we do I have never felt entirely out of touch with
'The Normal' and since my younger daught er,
Meredith, is now a freshman there, in the Gen

*

*

1920
After her gr aduation MRS. 1. EDGAR
WALKER (Gertrude Hawkins) taught for one
year at the Roosevelt School, Binghamton, N. Y.
In 1921 she started the kindergart en in t he Lab
oratory school of the St ate Teachers college a t
Indiana, Pa., where she remained as training
teacher until 1927. The year following she held
a similar position in the Oberlin, Ohio, kinder
garten training school, after which for three
years she was supervisor of the kindergartens in
M t. Lebanon, Pa. In 1929 she married Mr. T .
Edgar Walker, assistant cashier of the First
National Bank of Indiana, Pa. Again, there
came an opportunity to establish kindergartens
in the public schools of Indiana, and she was
asked to take this responsibility. At the present
rime sbe is teaching in the Horace Mann school
and tak ing work at the local college. She is a n
officer in the D.A.R. , war work chairman of
P.E.O., a member of the Shakespeare club, H is
torical society of Indiana County, and the Order
of Eastern Star.
*

MRS. CHARLES A. BA DER (Helen S. DeGroat) lives on a farm about ten miles from Hart
ford, Conn., where her husband is in the acousti
cal contracting business. She has three children
(t he eldest graduates from High School in Ju ne).
While "house work is my occup ation, there is
also Red Cross, P.T.A., Visiting Nurse Associa
tion and Sunday School for m y 'free' moments."

*

*

MRS. PHILLIP SPRINGE R (Frances R.
Woodward) taught for six years and, in 1925,
married Phillip Springer, since which time they
have m ade their home in Ho mer, N. Y. Mrs.
Springer "has known the joys of a daughter and
a son and the sorrows of the deat h of the son;
has been h appy to see our 'Old Normal' grow to
the stature of a Stat e Teachers College and to
have a nephew, BOB SPRINGER, graduate
from there with a degree in 1943."

*

*

MRS G EORG E S. DU NLA P (Gladys K.
Reynolds) writes "L ike man y, many others I am
simply a busy h ousewife trying to keep my fam
ily clothed and fed properly during these times
so trying for all.
After leaving Cortland I
taught six years, all in Baldwin, L. I.—three as a
seventh grade teacher and thr ee as a music
supervisor. Following this was a period of about
five years when I gave piano instru ction in my
own home. Since that time I have been actively
engaged in bringing up a family, having a boy
of twelve about to enter Junio r High, and a girl
of five who has just begun school. Since my
family also includes a 'grandpa,' I am kept
pretty busy k eeping them clean c lothed and ted.
However, I do try to find time to maintain my
job of assistant organist of the Christian Science
Church of F reeport, L. I., and every other week
spend an afternoon accompanying for a vocal
teacher."

1921

M RS. H EN RY HINCHCLIF F (Alice Bur
gess) gr aduated with an A.B. d egree from Wells
College 1925. She taught English in the high
school at Peekskill, N. Y. for tw o years. In
1927 she was married to Mr. HinchclifT, and they
have two sons aged fourteen and eight. Alice is
very active in church and civic work.

1923
MRS. W. H E N RY ALLISO N (Ella Babcock)
in 1931 received her B.S. from Syracuse Univer
sity, majoring in E nglish, and the following year
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her M.A. degree in spe cial training for "Dean of
Women and Personnel W ork. " Three years
ago she married W. H enry Allison, professor in
th e Civil Engineering Department at Clarkson
College, Potsd am, N. Y.
*

*

*

Since her graduation MRS. PAUL W. B LA NCH ARD (Ruth Hart) has spent all but two years
in work with young children. " I taught first
in I thaca, N. Y., and then later in Cortland, N.Y.
For the past ten years I have been active in
the nursery school field, first as a teacher in a
nursery school a nd then for four y ears a s a Re
gional Supervisor of W. P. A. Nursery Schools,
working under t he supervision of the Bureau of
Child Development of the Stat e Education De
partment. Since Septe mber 1942, I have been
employed by the Ithaca Board of Education.
I am teaching a kindergarten in the morning,
with the balance of my time spent in the super
vision of two child care centers operated by the
Board of Ed ucation for pre-school children of
emplo yed mothers.
I was married in 1926 t o Paul W . Blanchard
of Ithaca and in 19 30 Paul Jr. arrived. Paul Sr.
has been with the Prudential In surance Com
pany for many years. Paul Jr. is an eighth
grader in Bovnton Juni or High School.
I seem to have little time for special hobbies.
I am active in the Young Women's Hospital
Aid and in t he American Legion Auxiliary.
M y contribution to the War effort is w eekly
work a t the Red Cross Surgical Dressings Head
quarters, acting with Mr. Blanchard as senior
chaperones at the U.S.O. center and also assist
ing Mr. Blanchard who is chairman of the Senior
Advisory Committee of the LaCabana Club
(Youth center for 14 to IS year olds.)
My extra study has been li mited to a summer
session at Vassar College, known as the Insti
tu te of Euthenics.
1 his f all I was chosen to represent the Ele
mentary Schools of Ithaca for a three-year term
a t the House of Delegates of th e New York
St ate Teachers Association.
*

*

*

After teaching tw o years in Freeport, Long
Island, HIL DRE D E. ROB BINS went to
South Orange, New Jersey where she has been
reaching ever since. She received her B.S. from
I eachers College, Columbia University, in 1 941,
and is n ow working there for her M.A., having
also studied at the University of Colorado.

1926
MRS. J. CLIFF OR D EVANS (Thelma Bald
win "B aldy") taught Physical Education in t he
public schools of Medina, N. Y., for ten years
after graduation.
Her husband, popularly
called "Fuz zy", is A ssociate Professor of Physi
cal Education and head F ootball and Basketball
coach at the University of Vermont.
After
the aircrew students leave the university, he will
probably enter the Service. Baldy writes "Since
coming to Burlington I h ave been Girl's Director of the Community 'Y'.
At present I am
Council Assist ant in Girl Scouting and am spend
ing several hours each week supervising and help
ing with fourteen troops in the city. I consider
scouting my war work and feel best qualified for
that type of work. You might tell Miss Graves
that my Scout course under her has helped me a
great deal. Even though Scouting has changed
ever so much, I still find some things very useful.
I he A merican Flag I m ade a t that time is o ne
of my prize possessions (how 'Roddy ' and 1 did

struggle on th em.) Also, my camp experience
with Miss 'Zim' has been invaluable. I often
think of the first day in c amp when she told me
to take my crew and build a campfirc. I did not
have the slightest notion h ow to go about it, but
luckily some of the girls d id."
*

*

*

ANN J. HESSLER through extension courses
and summer sessions received her B.S. in educa
tion in 19 37 from Albany State Teachers College.
Since 1930 she has taught in the Van Antwerp
School near Schenectady. For the last ten years
she has been treasurer of the Schenecta dy
Co unty Teachers Association. She writes "I' ve
purchased a new 'Victory Bike,' and as soon as
the weather permits, I h ope to learn how to ride
it and so rake myself to and from school."
*

*

*

MRS. MYR ON N. H ENDRIC K (Katherine
Sheridan) reaches at Gaskill Junior High S chool
at Niagara Tails. She is the mother of two sons.
*

*

*

MRS. FR ANCIS J. LANG (Beryl Tennant)
taught f or several years at Niagara Falls, N. Y.
where she now makes her home. She has t hr ee
daughters.
*

*

*

From MRS. PHILLIP SCH UYL ER (Mildred
Toulson), "My husband was called to duty tw o
years ago, and has been serving as a Captain in
the Infantry since that time. I h ave found that
trying to be m other, father and farmer Schuyler
has kept me more than busy—in addition, I
have acted in the capacity of Vice- chairman of
the War finance Committ ee for Schoharie
County , and this has entailed a lot of extra
hours. Up until just recently, we were operating
an observation post twenty-four hours a day,
and the job of being the chief observer fell to me.
I have been only to o willing to contribute my
time to th ese war activities and intend to keep on
until the last shot is fired.
I know, Miss Park, that you have long since
forgotten what you wrote in my year b ook back
in June of 1926, but it waves in front of my
vision like a good old battle standard. Quote:
'When you get to the end of your rope, Mildred,
tie a knot and hang on.' I t was good advice and
has stood me in good stead during these trying
times. I have literally had to do just th at, be
cause my knowledge of farming was nil and then
the additional problems that have arisen have
made it most difficult fo r an amateur.
I lowever, it is surprising what we can do when
the job confronts us, and i t has been a real pleas
ure to manage the farm for my husband. My
one ambition is t o have a much better h erd for
him when he re turns so that he will b e ready to
forget the war and enjoy some of the peaceful
da ys that farm life offers.
M y three children are growing up very fast
and another year will find my son enrolled at
the Manlius School at Manlius, N. Y.
As I sit writing to you, I think of the many
faces and wonder if they are still at Cortl and.
1 feel sure that Mr. Moench must still be your
good man 'Friday,' and what ab out de ar Miss
M ary Washington? I am also reminded very
affectio nately of Miss Christobel Robinson. If
you happen to think of it, when you are chatting
with th em, p lease do remember me to them and
any ot her old friends of Cortland."
*

*

*

Immediately upon her graduation from Co rt
land, SARA E. WR IGH I received her appoint
ment to the training course in Physiotherapy,

Wal ter Reed Hospital, Washington, D . C. F:
lowing the completion of this course, for thiii
years she worked there as physiotherapy ;
taught Hydrot herapy and Bandaging and «
short course in T herapeutic Exercise t o studes
nurses, and was assistant instructor in Anato it]
and Physiology to students in Physiorhera; i
and Occupational Therapy.
She then becaa s
Physiotherapy Technician at Sy racuse Met i
orial H ospital, Syracuse, N. Y. Here she helps |
to organize and was in charge of the department
She also taught massage and bandaging to tr«
student nurses at the Memorial Hospital ai ]
the Un iversity Hospital. In 1937-'38 she «; |
substitut e instructor in Physical Education fs;
th e Atypical Child and allied s ubjects at Cor
land Normal School. She was Head Physiothe
ap y Technician at the Child rens Hospital
Michigan, Detroit, Mich., 1939-'41, since whiftime she has been Physiotherapist at the Haroi •
Upjohn School for Handicapped Childre
Kalamazoo, Mich.
"Sally " has studied
George Washington University, Syracuse ar '
New York Universities, Rehabilitation Inst
rute of Baltimore, Maryland, and last summ
too k a course ar the University of Minnesoi
given by Sister Elizabeth Kenney in the trea
ment of infantile paralysis. In 1936 she receive i
her bachelor's degree with a cum laude fro: 1
Syracuse University.

1927

PAULENA DENNIS received her B.S. an
M.S. degrees from Syracuse University.
present s he is the principal o f the Calvin Coo
idge School at Binghamton, N. Y. She is
me mber of Delta Kappa Gamma.
*
*
*
MRS. H A RRY W. EG I N TON, (Jean Mat
jorie Irving), "A fter being out of th e teachir
profession for three years due to my husband'
illness, I a m hack again, and am teaching a kin:
er garten, a first, second and third grade here;
Brookhaven, N. Y."
*
*
*
MRS. PHIL IP BAUM (Maude Wood), ,
gr aduate in the Physiotherap y depa rtment i
Walter Reed Hospital, Washington, D. C., is
lieutenant in the Medical Corps.
She is st;
tioned in North Africa near Oran. She has a ter
year old son, Philip.

1928
GR EI CHEN SA NDER has for some tim
been teach ing in the public schools of James
town, N. Y. With extension courses at Alfre.
University and summer school work a t Cortlan:
she hopes to soon qualify for her Bachelor
degree. She has been active in Girl Scout worl
and first aid classes, a t present being c hairma:
of first aid in the Chautauqua Chapter of th
American Red Cross. She writes, "There ar
four of us teaching here in Jamestown: HAROLI
R UBENS at Washington [unior High , 'TEX
DA IN and LONAURA FORGRAVE (Tiny
1937, at Jefferson Junior High, while I am at th
Senior High School.
The other night we ha:
a meeting with our supervisor, Mr. Harry War
son, who has had summer work at Cortlanc
We greatly enjoyed looking over our year book
Last night I saw some pictures of MRS
CHARLES BURKE'S (Katherine Geise) 193t
baby. She is in O klahoma City now. I had a:
invitation to visit M RS. EDW AR D TOMPSOF
(Doris Trautman) in Geneva a couple of week
ago. She too, has a couple of p retty fine boys.'
#
*
*

(
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MRS. GEORGE LATIMER (Haul StiUwell),
immediately upon graduating from Cortland
and having passed second highest in the Buffalo
1 examinations, received a position there which
she held until 1937. She received her B.S. in
Fducation from the University of Buffalo. She
married Mr. Latimer who conducts Latimer's
shop for Men in Cortland. They have a son
two years of age. Mrs. Latimer was the first
.president of t he Cortland County branch of our
Alumni As sociation. She is an active member
of the Y.W.C.A. Board of Directors, being chair
man of the Health Education Committee. She
has taught a number of physical fitness classes
at the "Y".

1929

CHARLES G. DeSHAW is Director of Physi
cal Education at the State Teachers College,
Fredonia, N. Y . He received his B.S. from New
York University, and on February 22 of this
year his M aster of Education in Secondary Ad
ministration from the University of Buffalo.
He taught in Springfield, N. Y. before going to
Fredonia in January 1943.
*

*

*

MILDRED M. SUITS received her B.S. de
gree last summer from Buffalo State Teachers
College, m ajoring in Social Studies.

1930
ALICE L. BACKUS instructor in Health and
Physical Ed ucation at Plattsburgh State Teach
ers College, re ceived her B.S. and M.A. degrees
in Health and Physical Education at the Uni
versity of C incinnati, Ohio. She has also taken
a considerable amount of work at Columbia
University. She taught for seven years in the
public schools at Batavia, N. Y. and since 1938
has been at Plattsburgh. In 1941 she was a
member of the state committee to investigate
the awarding of credit in physical education.
At present she is chairman of the State Zone and
Consultation Service.
*

*

*

LT. CLARA PROVOST is on duty at the
Station Hospital, West Point Military Academy.
*
*
*
The Edit or is greatly indebted to FLORENCE
CLIMAS and MRS. KATHERINE SHERI
DAN HENDRICK for information concerning
a number of alumni who are living in or near
Niagara Falls, N. Y. Florence is teaching at
Gaskill Junior High School there.
*

*

*

MRS. LOUIS J. WOLNER (Grace Wallace)
of Homer, N. Y., received her B.S. in Education
from the State Teachers College in Albany.
Her husband, Mr. Wolner, is principal of
Homer Ac ademy. They have three sons, twin
boys havin g been born April 27, 1943. Grace is
past pres ident both of the Leisure Hour Club of
Homer and the Homer Hospital Aid, a past sec
retary of th e Homer Garden Club, and formerly
program c hairman of the Homer P. I .A.

1931
MRS. DONALD FINLAY (Dot Queern)
taught Physical Education for several years at
Greenwich, N . Y. and for two or three summers
at Co rtland Normal School. She is the mother
of three c hildren and writes, "Three youngsters
to care for doesn't leave much time for outside
activities. When you look in our yard you'd
think I ran a day nursery since all 'Honey's'
and 'Sandy's' pals, come to use our skating

rink. I am not doing as much teaching as I did
last year having but one night for swimming
classes at the Women's Club. I am leader of a
Mariner Ship and member of the ILS.O. senior
hostess corps."
*

*

*

"I have thought about Cortland a lot and
Ruth Brewer MARTIN (1941) and I have had
great chats," writes Louise Adams WOOD.
"Some of my happiest days were spent at Cort
land, and I have great fun looking over my scrap
books and year books.
The Wood family seems to do well with the
boys but I don't know what happened to all the
girls. Ha! Britton is five years old and entered
kindergarten this September, Craig is three and
Loren is eight months. They are lively little
fellows and keep me thinking. Britton and
Craig slide and skii a l ot for their father, Nelson,
always fixes a great big place out back where
they go. Nelson is very anxious that they know
all about outdoor sports, especially winter ones,
for he had so much fun as a youngster in Ver
mont doing such things.
So 'Dot' Finlay has another boy! I have
talked with her on the phone when I have been
home at mother's, but I d on't see her very often.
We used to have such fun when they lived in
Rochester; do wish they were nearer to us now.
At' Christmas time I always hear from some
of the girls who were in Cortland. Margaret
Barnum O'Neil most generally sends me a pic
ture of her two girls. I also have heard from
Helen Strath whom we used to call 'Blondie.'
I have one hobby that I am continuing and
that is my Girl Scout Troop. I have had it
eight years and I find sometimes my time is
limited but I enjoy it. It is a Senior Girl Scout
Troop and we have been busy doing wartime
service.
I forgot to tell you that we attended Ruth
Brewer's wedding in Rochester February 26,
1944. She married Dr. Frederick Martin and
it was a beautiful wedding. We think a lot of
both of them."

1932

*

*

FREDA COHEN is living at the Internation
al House, 500 Riverside Drive, New York City.
She is working with a publishing firm.

1933
MRS GILBERTHINCHCLIFF (Melva Nax
on) tells us "I married Gilbert Ilinchclift" April
23, 1939. We have two daughters, Carol Ann
3, and Jean Ellen, born August 2, 1942. My hus
band is a Lt. Commander in the Coast Guard
Reserve." Mrs. Hinchcliff graduated from the
course in Physiotherapy at Walter Reed Hos
pital in 1936.
*
*
*
MRS. EDWARD C. BUTLER (Isabel Hoff
man) is teaching at Niagara Falls, N. Y.
*

*

1934
At Northville, N. Y., Central School F. BUR
TON STONE, of our first four-year class, is
Vice Principal and Physical Director. During
the past eighteen months he has been a defense
worker week ends in Schenectady. He came to
Northville after four years in Allentown, N. Y.
Last fall his school was winner of the Tri-County
League in Soccer. In 1938 he married Miss
Orpha Honsinger of Ellenburgh Center and they
have one child, Karen Lee. Mr. Stone is doing
summer graduate work at Cornell toward his
M.S. in Education.
*
*
*
MRS. HULSTLANDER (Winifred Wood) who
served so efficiently and pleasantly in the "main
office" here says, "Since leaving Cortland our
little girl, Carol, was born. It has been a fulltime job to make a home and bring up two kid
dies. Robert, our boy who is now seven, had a
good deal of talent along the musical lines and is
already in his third-year book in piano instruc
tion. The little girl is in kindergarten this year.
You know, of course that we have an annual
alumni dinner at the Arlington Hotel."

1935
After seven years of teaching, ELIZABETH
1LLMER took a sabbatical leave and secured
her B. Fid. at Cortland State Teachers College.
"I enjoyed the half year very much and was
amazed to find how much more serious the stu
dents were about their work than our '35 vintage.
In February I left for California and went to
work on the Douglas Assembly line, building
A 20 bombers. I am now teaching in Geneva,
N. Y. with MARY PRATT '37 and ALBERTA
SEARS '25.
*

In February IRENE M. MCNULTY was
named Acting Girls' Counselor at the East
Junior High School, Binghamton, N. Y. She
received her B. S. and M. A. from New York
University. She has taught in Binghamton
since 1932, first as a fifth-grade teacher at Abra
ham Lincoln School, and then as social studies
teacher at East Junior High School until her re
cent appointment as Counselor. She is a mem
ber of Delta Kappa Gamma National Honorary
Sorority.
*

In 1939 ISABEL MARVIN resigned as teach
er of physical education at the Central High
School in Cortland, N. . Y. and was married to
Donald M. Tobey of Victor, N. Y. They have
two children, Elinor, four years of age and Don
ald Marvin, a year and a half old. Mr. Tobey
is a member of the Board of Education.

*

*

*

MARY LAWRENCE is a lieutenant in the
Medical Corps as a physiotherapist. She is
stationed in Hawaii.
*

*

*

MRS. ROBERT SCHARPF (Carolyn Van
Vessem) is devoting a good hit of her time as a
member of the Red Cross Motor Corps at Nyack, N. Y. Her husband is in England. "We
have Camp Shanks, a point of embarkation,
and Huntington Estates, a sailor's rest home,
just outside of Nyack. I spend considerable
time doing errands for the Camp and transport
ing sailors to and from the U.S.O Our girls are
frequently the 'Best Man' at an emergency wed
ding before a soldier goes over seas. It's inter
esting, but quite depressing, when you see and
talk with hundreds of fellows who are ready to
embark.
Some are eager, some depressed, and
some apparently numb. «

1936
HARRIE T BEBBLE is doing physiotherapy
work as a lieutenant on duty in the Fiji Islands
with one of the John Hopkins Hospital units.
*
*
*
PEARL BRITTON holds the degree of M.
Fid. from the University of Buffalo. At present
she is hygiene instructor at Rome I'ree Academy.
*

*

*
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A letter from JOE (JUERRERA : "Sinc e
you last heard from me, we have added anot her
member to our family. Little David Hewson
is ou r new son and he certainly is a prize pack
age. He was born weighing 7 lbs. 1 oz., an d is at
three months of age, tipping the scales at sixteen
pounds.
Thar makes two children and both
boys. Billy is in kindergarten and is g etting a
real kick out of it. He is a bright youngster and
should get along splendidly. David won't take
any back seat either. As 1 read this over, I
sound as tho ugh I might b e mighty proud of our
two boys and the fact of the matter is, I am.
Esther is feeling fine again and things look
bright. My draft status is the same as it was in
1941 . . . 3 A, subject to change at any time
judging from the way they are taking fathers.
I app lied for a commission in b oth the Navy and
the Army hack in '43 bur they found me color
blind. 1 really was quite disappointed. Now
I wait my call.
J have taught several classes in first aid and
have had physical fitness classes for pre-induction
groups and many of these young men who par
ticipated are now in the armed services.
T he Board of Kcucation tells me that I will
have a Cortland trained teacher to work with me
next fall and I am happy about the whole thing."

1937
F R EDE RIC T . FE E NE Y served as Director
of Recreation at Ossining, N. Y. 1937-1941,
since which time he has been Supervisor of
Physical Education there. He received his M.A.
from New York University last June. Mr. Feenev married H EL EN M. ILLS of th e class of
1936, and they have a daughter, Terry, born
July 7, 1940. " I expect to enter the Army on or
about April 1, 1944." he writes.

1938
MRS. PAUL C. HOLM ES (Dolly Puleo) on
Septe mber 15, 1943 assumed her duties as dir
ector of Health Education and Recreation at the
Y.W.C.A. in Shreveport, La. Dolly had taught
in the public schools of He rkimer and Buffalo
before going to Shreveport. She is near her hus
band Cpl. Paul Holmes who is located at Baksdale Field, La.
*
*
*
MRS. CARRO L F. ROGERS (Juanita Shoe
maker) reports: " I taught two years in th e
schools of Van E tten, N. Y. I c ame to Bridgehampton , Long Island, to teach in the second
grade, and am now completing my fourth year
of teaching under the able principalship of Rob
ert II. Wiley, son o f Dr. George Wiley, our As
sis tant Commissioner of Education at Albany.
I received my degree from Cortland with the
class of 1942. In February of that year 1 w as
married to Carrol Foster Rogers, t hen assistant
cashier of the Bridgehampton Na tional Bank.
M y husband is now with the Arm y Air Corps
stationed at Gulfpo rt Field, M iss. I have taken
up First Aid, Red Cross, and for awhile helped
at the plane sp otting post. I am planning to
continue my teaching for the duration because
of the shortag e of teachers."

1939
ROSE BELLOMA is in Charleston, S. C.
doing confidential work for the Navy.
•

*

*

C HR IST INE DAVIS has taught in Eden
since her graduation. As a result of an addition
al summer school's work in 1941, she received
her B.S. Degree at Cor tland. She writes 'E LIZ

ABETH STAMPS (1939 and 1942) and I g et to
gether once in a while. She likes her work at
Niagara Falls very much. JER R Y N ELSON
is a gr and person to work with. I certainly have
enjoyed working along with him for the past
four years. He is the 'papa' of a baby girl
about two months old, and of course is very
prou d."
*

*

*

MRS. CARL HAR TUNG (Irene Motyka):
"CA RL HARTUNG, 1937, and I have been
married ab out a year and a half. I kept on
teaching while h e was a t G reat Lakes, and then
this past J une after h e was transferred to Ba inbridge, I c ame here to stay with him. Carl has
been a c hief specialist e ver since he has been in
the Navy and that's abou t two years. He has
met Cortland men wherever he went and many
of them are commissioned officers. Carl's work
has been mainly in a thletics, swimming, welfare
and recreation. H e worked hard and set up
some wonderful programs, s o much so that his
commanding officer had him explain his whole
set-up to the other regiments. His work earned
him a commission as a Lieutenant (j.g.) Now
he leaves for Hampton Roads, V a."
*

*

*

MRS. R OLLIN COVIL LE (.Dorothy Keough)
is living outside Chicago. She is helping out
the teaching situation by teaching 7th grade
English Literature, Penmanship, Geography,
etc. " I t keeps her stepping." He r husband
flies for the American Airlines.
*

*

*

ELIZAB ETH STAMPS is teaching in Nia
gara Falls, N. Y.

1940
MRS. MANUEL Dl ( T OR (Madonna Bernadt) wrote in February from the J. N. Adams
Memorial Hospital, Perrysburg, N. Y. that her
health was i mproving rapidly and that she ex
pected to be home very soon. She has been
married three years and has a young son. Her
permanent residence is Buffalo.
*

*

*

"Thi s is my fourth year in I'lattsb urg, N. Y."
write s MA RCEL LA CAROLAN, "and I can
honestly say that my teaching u p here has been
a wonderful and very pleasant experience.
This coming summer is going to be quite an
importa nt one for me for two reasons. First
after this summer's work at Teachers College,
Columbia University, I will receive my M.A.
My four summers down there have furnished
an experience I wouldn't have missed. I have
met s everal Cortland people, and it was grand
seeing them.
DAVE ALAR DICE, 1941, was
in my Foundations of Education Course last
summer.
The second thing is th at, after my
summer session, I a m going to be married. He
is a grand person—is an engineer in WMFF ,
Platt sburg's radio station, although his home is
only abou t f our blocks f rom mine in New York
C ity."
*

*

*

MRS. HUGH IR ISH (Janet McGowan) is
teaching at Ilion High School and supervising
two grade schools while her husband is station ed
with a Marine Defense Battalion in the South
Pacific.
*

*

*

"Years come and years go", writes Helen Safer
Donow, "and still 1 teach on. I have often
thought of joining some branch of the armed

services, but I guess I have done my patrio'
duty by loaning my husband to Uncle Sam I
the duration plus. Since November 1942,1 ha
been Mrs. J. Donow."
*

*

*

J E N NI E M AY S TILLMAN is on her secoi
year of teaching at the Union Springs Cen t;
School, having previously taught two years
rural schools in upstate New York. Last suit
mer she completed her fourth y ear work andt
pects to receive her degree this J une.

1941
MR. A N D MRS. RALPH E. NICO T (Do.
E. IVilkie) are the proud parents of a son, Dog
las Eugene Nicot, born November 17, 1943.
*
*
*
GER TR UDE ACK ERMA N and
Han
Friedman were married on Christmas day, 19)
at "Temple Zion, Bronx, New York. Gertrui
had been a most successful teacher of physic
education at Tully , N . Y.

1942

I T.RES A COLLINS has a new position
next year at Bellport, Long Island, forty-lit
miles from her h ome, East Hampton .
"For the past two years," she writes, "I ha«
certainly enjoyed my teaching experience
Peru, New York, a s mall t own nine miles sou
of P lattsburg . The school with a new centralize
building, gives the 500 students who attes
every possible ad vantage.
My reason for leaving is o nly to be clo ser
my family, as my fath er is n ot well and my pi
ents are quire alone without my brothers wr
are overseas."
*

*

*

VERA DUBARRY is on her s econd year
Silver Creek. " I have participated in a men
bership drive of the New York St ate Associ
tio n for H ealth, Physical Education and Recre
tion and have just been appo inted chairman
the membership committee for the Dunki
area of the western zone. I have also partic
pared in the working conference of t he Women
Physical Education Organization of Westei
New York. I spent last summer on Chautauq
Lake as senior girl's unit leader at the Jame
town Girl Scou t Camp. Alice Woolf was t
director, and there were many Cortland Tanag
girls working with her—some are in co llege no»
others graduated June, 1943.
My fiance, DAN E PARSONS, 1941, is in ti
South wes t Pacific area in the Navy. H e is nc
a Lt. (j. g.). He left t he states in October, 191
and has not been back since, but we are hopir
that he will soon get orders to come for a while.

1943
EL EANOR COLE is experiencing her fit
year of t eaching at Belfast Central School. S
is one of those girls w ho have had to take ove
man's job and teach boys as well a s girls. "Or
of my greatest pleasures," says E leanor, "is i
task of coaching th e boys basketball team,
am the only woman coach in Allegany Couni
I shall s tart work towards my M aster's Degrt
in physical education at New York Universi
this summer. I have a contract to return
Belfast next year ."
*

*

*

VIRGINIA LeCLAIR is very happy in
position at South Otselic. She teaches both bo
and girls of t he grades and high school, and fi;
a f airly successful season as the boys basket!)
coach.

you

CAN HELP
WILL YOU?

There are now 229 Life Members of the Alumni Association. We are
grateful to these members. We should like to be grateful to many, many
more. (We anticipate that the life membership dues will be increased
at the annual meeting in June.)
You can be of great service if, after you have read this copy of the
magazine, you will lend it to another alumnus who has not as yet sub
scribed. As a result, possibly he will be willing to mail the coupon below
to the Editor. You might wish to send a subscription as a gift to a friend
or a boy in the Service. If each present subscriber could interest three
others our present goal of 2,000 subscriptions would be attained.

( C u t al on g t h i s l i n e )

Subscription to alumni magazine for one year

#2.00

L i f e m e m b e r s h i p d u e s-

#5.00
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1944 alumni dues
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Enclosed herewith
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-

-
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-

#1.00

-

Name

Class
(As it appeared on diploma)

Married name

Teaching or business address:

Permanent address:
(If different from teaching or business address)
Please check address to which you wish the magazine sent.
(Make checks payable to Arthur T. Dunn, Treasurer, and mail to Bessie L. Park, executive sec
retary and editor.)

